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An Extraordinary American Rarity—Jefferson’s Personal Annotated
Copy Of The Laws Of The United States, From Jefferson’s Library—With
His Distinctive Initials, Annotations And Marginalia In His Hand,
Featuring A Seminal Printing Of The Louisiana Purchase Treaty
1.
(JEFFERSON, Thomas) UNITED STATES CONGRESS. The Laws of the
United States of America. Volume VI. BOUND WITH: The Laws... Volume VII.
Washington, 1803, 1805. One volume. Thick octavo, contemporary brown calf.
$245,000.
Thomas Jefferson’s personal copy of Volumes VI and VII of the Laws of the United
States, together in one most rare and remarkable volume from his library, containing Jefferson’s characteristic and distinctive ownership marks, together with
his annotations and marginalia in his manuscript hand, featuring early printings
of key laws passed from 1802-1805 while Jefferson was President, notably containing a printing of the text of the Louisiana Purchase Treaty that is said to have
been Jefferson’s primary source for the treaty, in contemporary calf.
Thomas Jefferson served as President from 1801-09, and the early years of his
administration saw many important laws enacted. First and foremost among
these was the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, by which the United States more
than doubled its size. This exceedingly rare volume contains the full text of the
treaty, in English and French, as well as acts enabling Jefferson to take possession of Louisiana, creating a fund to pay for the purchase, and providing
for the governing of the territory. An examination of Sowerby’s catalogue of
Jefferson’s library does not show that Jefferson had a separate copy of the text
of the Louisiana Purchase Treaty, indicating that this volume would have been
Jefferson’s primary source for the text of the treaty, as well as the supporting
legislation that enacted and administered one of the triumphs of Jefferson’s
public career. Appropriately, one of the first laws printed in the volume is the
law creating the Library of Congress.
4

Thomas Jefferson built three collections of books in his lifetime. The first burned in a fire at his childhood home, Shadwell, in 1770. In 1815,
Jefferson sold his second collection of books to the government in order to help rebuild the collection of the Library of Congress, which had
been destroyed in 1814 when the British burned Washington and the Capitol building during the War of 1812. The third collection was dispersed after Jefferson’s death in 1826, largely through auction. This exceptional volume contains Volumes VI and VII of Jefferson’s eight-volume set of The Laws of the
United States, and was part of the collection sold by Jefferson to the nation in 1815.

“Laws are made for men
The Librarian of Congress from 1815 to 1829 was George Watterston. It appears that
Watterston disposed of this volume some time before 1830, almost certainly around
of ordinary understanding
1828, when Congress passed a resolution authorizing the Librarian to clean up the
and should, therefore, be
clutter caused by the accumulation of books in the Library. It contains Jefferson’s
characteristic identification marks—he penned a “T” before the “I” signature on page
construed by the ordinary rules
65 of Volume VI (the letter “J” not being used in signature markings at the time) and
a “J” following the “T” signature mark on page 145. Additionally, there are several
of common sense.”
other instances where Jefferson has annotated this copy. In the cumulative index to
Volume VI, Jefferson has written in manuscript “appoint Mayor of Washington 185.”
—Thomas Jefferson,
In the section of Volume VII regarding treasonous acts on American waters, Jefferson
Letter to William Johnson
has written a note in the margin (p. 330) noting “proceedings in Federal court,” and
on page 332 “proceedings in State court.” In the same volume, in the margins of the
page regarding the March 3, 1805 “Act to regulate the clearance of armed merchant vessels” (p. 339), Jefferson has made two notes (totaling
39 words) regarding vessels sailing into the Gulf of Mexico, and other waters. This Act and his annotations importantly touch on issues that
would trigger his highly controversial Embargo Act of December 1807.
Additionally, several lines have been underlined (likely in Jefferson’s hand) in the text of the “Act to enable the President... to take possession of the territories ceded by France” (i.e. the Louisiana Purchase). Also included in this volume are laws addressing some of the other
pressing issues of Jefferson’s administration. Early Library of Congress bookplate. Interior generally fresh with light scattered foxing,
minor occasional marginal dampstaining, wear to boards, joints starting but sound, small bit of loss to spine ends. An extremely good
copy of this seminal volume with a rare and most important association.
5
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Rare And Desirable 1776 Letter Signed By George Washington As Commander-In-Chief Of The Continental Army Just
Two Months After The Declaration Of Independence, Discussing The New York Militia
2.
WASHINGTON, George. Letter signed. Head Quarters, New York, September 6, 1776. One leaf of laid paper, measuring 7 by 11-1/4
inches, penned on recto; handsomely framed. 
$35,000.
Exceptional one-page 1776 letter signed by George Washington as Commander-in-Chief of the Continental Army, discussing the New
York Militia during the darkest days of the Revolutionary War, penned just over two months after the Continental Congress adopted the
Declaration of Independence. Any letters signed by George Washington in 1776 are particularly desirable. Boldly signed.
The letter reads in full: “Sir: I have now before me your Letter of the 4th Instant, enclosing the report against ordering out any more of
the Militia from the counties of Orange, Dutchess, Westchester or Ulster. The reasons alleged by the Committee, to whom this matter
was referred, are entirely satisfactory to me, and therefore I do not expect a compliance with that part of my letter which respects this
matter. I have the honor to be yr. most obedt. servt.” The letter is signed “Go: Washington.”
In the first 18 months of armed conflict with the British, Washington had begun to create an army and forced the British army in
Boston to evacuate that city in March 1776. Due to its critical importance for both their north and south operations, Washington was
almost certain the British would attack New York. The British fleet descended upon New York in August 1776 and, due to their vastly
superior naval firepower, as well as some tactical mistakes made by Washington and his generals, the British prevailed in Long Island
and Manhattan, and then the Continental Army was forced to retreat through New Jersey. At this time, Washington was continually
concerned with problems of the militia, recruits, and deserters, and he constantly reminded Congress of the need for a standing professional army and a better system of supply. Letter expertly silked for preservation. Fine condition, signature bold and clear.
7
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“A glorious window
into the social life and
architecture of London on
the cusp of the Regency.”
—The Regency Redingote

“The Cornerstone Of Any Collection Of Color-Plate Books”
3.
(ACKERMANN, Rudolph) PYNE, William Henry and COMBE, William.
The Microcosm of London. London, 1808-10. Three volumes. Folio (12 by 14
inches), 20th-century three-quarter crimson morocco rebacked with original
spines laid down. 
$15,500.
First edition in book form, later issue (with the watermarks of some text leaves and
plates bearing post-publication dates), of this splendid visual “treasure-house”
of Regency London life, Ackermann’s first and most famous color-plate book,
with three wood-engraved title pages, three copper-engraved dedication leaves
and 104 magnificent hand-colored aquatint plates after Rowlandson and Pugin.
A handsome wide-margined copy.
“The Microcosm of London is one of the great color-plate books, and a carefully
selected copy should form the cornerstone of any collection of books on this
subject” (Tooley, 22). In the history of book production “there is no more attractive figure than that of Rudolph Ackermann, through whose extraordinary
enterprise and spirit of adventure, aquatint was successfully applied to the illustration of books… [The Microcosm] is a perfect treasure-house of scenes, described with pen and brush, from the London of [two centuries] ago, the work
of Rowlandson and Pugin being equally admirable… Two-thirds of the places
illustrated have entirely passed away” (Prideaux). “Of the 60 or 70 copies I
have examined… not one has been in the first state throughout” (Tooley)—this
copy is mixed state, as almost always found; the text bears watermarks dated
1807 and 1818, and the plates bear Whatman watermarks dated 1816 and 1831.
Text and plates generally quite clean and fine, hand-coloring vivid. Only a few
minor scuffs to bindings. A handsome copy.
8

“Fond Adherence To Their Primitive Garb”: Beautiful First Edition Of
Clans Of The Scottish Highlands, With 72 Splendid Hand-Colored Large
Folio Plates Of Tartans, In Publisher’s Binding
4.
MCIAN, Robert Ronald and LOGAN, James. The Clans of the Scottish Highlands.
London, 1845-47. Two volumes. Folio (11 by 15 inches), publisher’s full red morocco gilt.
$17,000.
First edition of the first illustrated encyclopedia of traditional Scottish tartans, with two
chromolithographic heraldic frontispieces and 72 vibrant, hand-colored lithographic
plates after the celebrated paintings of Robert Ronald McIan of the great chiefs and highlanders. A beautiful copy in the publisher’s elaborately gilt-decorated morocco bindings.
Initially an aspiring actor in London, Robert Ronald McIan eventually abandoned the
stage to develop his gifts as a painter. Today, he is best remembered for the vibrant and
dramatic illustrations of Highlanders in their tartans that fill these large folio volumes.
McIan’s art, supplemented by text from scholar and journalist James Logan (author of
the landmark The Scottish Gael, 1831), helped fuel the Victorian public’s fascination
with Scottish costumes, particularly following the 1782 law prohibiting the wearing of
Highland dress. Very popular at the time, McIan’s Clans is still considered the finest
example of a large number of works on the subject. Originally issued in 24 parts. Abbey,
Life 426. Hiler & Hiler, 550. Tooley 322. Houfe, 219. Leather bookplates. Plates fine, text
blocks expertly reinforced, publisher’s elaborate morocco very lovely.

“The most complete record of Highland dress of the day.”
—Scottish Tartans Authority
9
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“If, taking this old
Declaration of Independence,
which declares that all men
are equal upon principle,
and making exceptions to it,
where will it stop?”

“A House Divided Against Itself Cannot Stand”: First Edition, First Issue, Of The LincolnDouglas Debates, 1860, A Superb Copy
5.
(LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATES) LINCOLN, Abraham. Political Debates Between Hon. Abraham Lincoln
and Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, In the Celebrated Campaign of 1858, in Illinois. Columbus, 1860. Octavo, original brown cloth, custom clamshell box. 
$12,000.
First edition, first issue, of the most famous debates in American history, the event that
transformed Lincoln into a national presidential candidate, a beautiful copy.
Running as a little-known candidate for the Illinois senate in 1858, Lincoln challenged
incumbent and Democratic leader Stephen Douglas to a series of debates. The result was a memorable chain of lively arguments in front of cheering crowds. Though
Lincoln lost the senatorial race, “he began collecting a scrapbook of his best speeches, particularly those from the just-concluded campaign against Douglas, for possible
inclusion in a book. Assiduously pasting newspaper accounts of the debates into the
scrapbook, Lincoln cast about for a publisher. Initial efforts failed, mainly because
Lincoln wanted the book printed in Springfield, which had no local publishing or
printing facilities. Eventually, however, the Columbus, Ohio, firm of Follett, Foster &
Company showed interest, and he began preparing the first edition… Somewhat surprisingly for an attorney, Lincoln did not seek Douglas’ permission to publish a book of
their combined speeches, although Douglas was later given the last-minute opportunity—he declined—to make corrections to his own remarks” (Morris, 121). With all first-issue points. Early owner
signature above title page. Bookseller ticket. Interior with virtually none of the usual foxing, only tiny bit of
edge-wear to preliminary blank, original cloth exceptionally beautiful. One of the finest copies we’ve ever seen.
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Extraordinary Presentation/Association First Edition Of The Tomb Of Tutankhamen,
Warmly Inscribed By Howard Carter In Two Volumes To His Friend,
Collaborator, And Co-Author Percy White

“As my
eyes grew
accustomed
to the light,
details of the
room within
emerged slowly
from the mist,
strange animals,
statues,
and gold—
everywhere the
glint of gold.”

6.
CARTER, Howard and MACE, A.C. The Tomb of Tutankhamen Discovered by the Late Earl of
Carnarvon and Howard Carter. London, 1923-33. Three volumes. Thick octavo, original gilt-stamped
brown cloth. 
$29,000.
A fantastic presentation/association copy of the first edition of
Carter’s account of the discovery of King Tutankhamen’s tomb,
including the scarce third volume, with 247 dramatic illustrations,
inscribed in Volume I: “Percy White from Howard Carter. 16 Dec.
1923, Cairo. With homage from the Author, Howard Carter”; and
inscribed in Volume III: “To my dear friend Mr. Percy White—
Howard Carter, 1933.” White is known to have largely written
Volume II based on Carter’s notes and diaries; Carter effusively
thanks White in the Prefaces to both Volumes I and II.
When Carter entered King Tut’s tomb in 1922 he bridged 3000
years separating the reign of the Boy-King from the modern
world. This first detailed account, richly illustrated with hundreds of plates after photographs taken by Harry Burton, includes images from the discovery of Tut’s sepulchral chamber,
the excavation of the site and hundreds of catalogued artifacts.
Because of the Depression, the third and final volume, included
here, was printed in limited numbers and is consequently quite
scarce. Without dust jackets, as usual. This association copy was inscribed in Volumes I and III by Carter to
his close friend, novelist Percy White (1852-1938). “An old friend of Carter’s, White was to play an increasingly important part in the preparation of the second volume on the tomb… His help is acknowledged in the
Preface to that volume but from what Carter says, no mention would have pleased White more” (James, 254).
Some scattered foxing, as usual, a few plates expertly tipped back into Volume II, skillful repairs to a few
inner paper hinges, light rubbing to spines of Volumes I and II. An exceptional and scarce association copy
inscribed in two volumes by Carter to an old friend and collaborator.
11
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“Let Me Tell You About The Very Rich”:
Wonderful Inscribed First Edition
7.
FITZGERALD, F. Scott. All The Sad Young Men. New York, 1926.
Octavo, original green cloth, supplied dust jacket, custom clamshell box.
$46,000.
First edition, first issue, inscribed: “Most Sincerely, F. Scott Fitzgerald, April
20th 1927, Wilmington, Delaware.”
All the Sad Young Men “was Fitzgerald’s strongest collection, with four major stories (‘The Rich Boy,’ ‘Winter Dreams,’ ‘Absolution,’ and ‘The Sensible
Thing’) as well as five commercial stories… As was his custom, Fitzgerald
polished the magazine texts of these stories. He was convinced that the
book publication of stories affected his reputation, whereas the magazine
appearances were ignored by the critics” (Bruccoli, 272). Fitzgerald signed
an 18-month lease on a huge colonial-style house called Ellerslie on the west
bank of the Delaware River on April 1, a few weeks before the date of this
inscription. First issue, with unbattered type on pages 38, 90, and 248. With
portion of rear panel of dust jacket (presumably the original dust jacket)
tipped to the front pastedown; a dust jacket from another copy of the first
edition has been supplied. Bruccoli notes that as the dust jacket was printed, “the lips of the woman on the front show progressive batter”; the lips on
this dust jacket are battered, indicating that it came from later in the print
run. Bruccoli A13.1.a. Book very good with light wear, scarce dust jacket very
good with light chipping to head and tail of spine and top edge of rear panel.
Inscription and signature large and bold. A very desirable inscribed copy.
Please see items 65 to 68 for additional inscribed Fitzgerald works.

“He tasted the deep pain that is reserved only for the strong, just as he had
tasted for a little while the deep happiness.”
12

Signed By Both Joyce And Matisse:
The First Illustrated Edition Of Ulysses
8.
JOYCE, James (MATISSE, Henri, illustrator). Ulysses. With an Introduction
by Stuart Gilbert and Illustrations by Henri Matisse. New York, 1935. Large
quarto, original gilt-stamped brown cloth, custom chemise and clamshell box.
$35,000.
First illustrated edition of Joyce’s landmark Ulysses, one of only 250 copies (from
a total edition of 1500) signed by both James Joyce and Henri Matisse. One of the
20th-century’s most desirable illustrated books, combining the work of two great
modern artists. A fine copy.

One of the most arresting and intriguing collaborations in 20th-century
literature. “It was a great idea to bring them together; celebrities of the
same generation, of similar virtuosity” (Wheeler, 15). The 26 beautiful full-page illustrations by Matisse accompany the text of Joyce’s
Ulysses, including six soft-ground etchings with reproductions of the
sketches on blue and yellow paper. “One of the very few American
livres de peintres issued before World War II. According to George
Macy [this work’s designer], who undertook this only American publication of Matisse’s illustrations, he asked the artist how many etchings
the latter could provide for $5000. The artist chose to take six subjects
from Homer’s Odyssey. The preparatory drawings reproduced with
the soft-ground etchings (Matisse’s only use of this medium) record
the evolution of the figures from vigorous sketches to closely knit
compositions” (Artist and the Book 197). Without original cardboard
slipcase. A fine double-signed copy.
13
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Rare And Wonderful Three-Foot-Tall Original Drawing Of Snoopy And A Heart,
Signed By Charles Schulz
9.
SCHULZ, Charles M. Drawing signed. No place, no date. Single sheet of paper, measuring
32 by 40 inches; matted and framed, entire piece measures 42 by 50 inches. 
$22,000.
Exceptionally large drawing (poster-size) of Snoopy and a heart, boldly signed by Charles Schulz,
handsomely framed.
This drawing was completed during a speech at the Carmel Residents Association, where
Schulz appeared to benefit the Harrison Memorial Library at All Saints Church in Carmel.
An accompanying newspaper clip explains why Schulz jokingly drew the “large cartoon”
of Snoopy: “I drew that to show you that I’m not a fake.” The photo in the article shows
Schulz and some Peanuts fans with the drawing in question behind them. Fine condition.
The largest Schulz drawing we have ever encountered.

“It seems beyond
the comprehension
of people that
someone can
be born to draw
comic strips, but I
think I was.”
–Charles Schulz

The Highly Prized Peter Pan In Kensington Gardens,
Illustrated And Signed By Arthur Rackham
10. (RACKHAM, Arthur) BARRIE, J.M. Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens.
London, 1906. Quarto, original full pictorial vellum gilt custom slipcase.
$9500.
Signed limited first separate edition, one of only 500 copies signed by Rackham,
with 50 exquisite mounted color illustrations.
Peter Pan wasn’t always the boy from Never Land who lost his shadow and fought
Captain Hook. The character’s first name “came from Peter Llewelyn Davies, who
when still a baby became the subject of stories told by Barrie to [Peter’s older
brothers]. According to these stories Peter, like all babies, had once been a bird and
could still fly out of his nursery window and back to Kensington Gardens, because
his mother had forgotten to weigh him at birth. From these stories came the ‘Peter
Pan’ chapters in The Little White Bird [published 1902], afterwards re-issued with
Arthur Rackham illustrations as Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens” (Carpenter,
177). “The 50 color plates were unanimously praised by all who saw them” (Dalby,
76-77). Without silk ties. Latimore & Haskell, 27. Riall, 74. Contemporary owner
gift inscription. Small ink stain to rear endpapers, text and plates generally lovely
and fine, minor staining to vellum boards. An attractive copy.
15
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From the Libraries
of American Presidents

Thomas Jefferson’s Personal Copy Of Lloyd’s “Superior” Edition Of Estienne’s Historical Dictionary, 1671,
With His Initialed Ownership Markings—The Sang Copy
11. (JEFFERSON, Thomas) STEPHANO, Carolo and ESTIENNE, Charles. Dictionarium Historicum, Geographicum, Poeticum.
Oxford, 1671. Small folio, contemporary full dark brown calf rebacked with original spine laid down, custom cloth clamshell box.
$80,000.
A superb Presidential association copy—Thomas Jefferson’s personal copy with his characteristic ownership markings of an important
historical dictionary based on Estienne’s famous 16-century Dictionarium, “the first French encyclopedia.” From the renowned Americana
collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang, in contemporary calf. Rare and desirable.
This volume was in Jefferson’s final “Retirement Library” when he died, and it contains Jefferson’s characteristic ownership identification marks—he has penned a “T” before the signature mark “I” on page 33 (the letter “J” not being used in signature markings)
and a “J” after the signature mark “T” on page 73. Jefferson built three collections of books in his lifetime. The first burned in a fire
at his childhood home in 1770. In 1815, Jefferson sold his second collection of books to the government in order to help rebuild the
collection of the Library of Congress, which had been burned by the British during the War of 1812. The third collection was dispersed
after Jefferson’s death in 1826, largely through auction to satisfy creditors. Jefferson owned two copies of the 1671 edition of this work.
He sold one copy to Congress in 1815 (Sowerby 141). The other (this copy) he purchased in 1817 from a French bookseller; it was later
sold at the 1829 Nathaniel Poor auction of Jefferson’s library. According to a typed card laid into this volume, “The last owner in the
Jefferson family was Mrs. C.R. Randolph, University Station, Charlottesville, Virginia.” Carolina Ramsay Randolph (1828-1902) was a
great-granddaughter of Thomas Jefferson. This copy was in the renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang until 1985.
This is an early reissue of Lloyd’s expanded and improved 1670 Oxford edition of Estienne’s historical dictionary of classical and
Biblical people, places, and other proper names. Eight pages bear contemporary ink corrections or annotations in another hand.
Occasional foxing, light wear to covers, corners expertly restored. A very good copy, with an extraordinary provenance, most rare from
Jefferson’s library and with his ownership marking.
17
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“We are all eager to
get into the Merino
race of sheep.”
—Jefferson,
Letter to the
Marquis de Lafayette

“President Jefferson With Mrs Bowdoin’s Respectful Compliments”: Jefferson’s Personal Copy Of
Advice To Shepherds And Owners Of Flocks, 1811, With His Initialed Ownership Marking—The Sang Copy
12. (JEFFERSON, Thomas) DAUBENTON, Louis-Jean-Marie. Advice to Shepherds and Owners of Flocks, on the Care and
Management of Sheep. Boston, 1811. Slim octavo, contemporary full mottled brown calf gilt. 
$78,000.
Thomas Jefferson’s personal copy of this guide to sheep farming—one of Jefferson’s primary agricultural interests—containing Jefferson’s
characteristic and distinctive ownership mark, presented to Jefferson by the widow of the book’s translator, James Bowdoin, Jefferson’s
minister to Spain, with the inscription: “President Jefferson with Mrs Bowdoin’s respectful compliments. 24 May 1812.” Second edition in
English, with three illustrated plates appearing for the first time in this edition, in contemporary mottled calf.
This volume was in Jefferson’s final “Retirement Library” when he died, and it
contains Jefferson’s characteristic ownership identification marks (see previous
item for details). Sold at the 1829 Nathaniel Poor auction of Jefferson’s library,
this copy is also described in Sowerby’s annotated catalogue of Jefferson’s library (Sowerby 794). In the 1950s it was in the collection of Dr. Joseph E. Fields
of Joliet, Illinois (first president of the Manuscript Society, editor of Martha
Washington’s letters), and subsequently was in the renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang until 1985. Interestingly, Jefferson had quite a history with sheep husbandry. In 1793, Jefferson began to contemplate the income
potential of sheep-rearing. In the winter of 1794, finally released from official
duties, Jefferson sent his overseer to secure 40 ewes. Eventually, Robert Morris
gave Jefferson a Spanish ram, which, as the only ram, substantially increased
the size of the flock. In an era where “make American” was as much an ethos as “buy American,” Jefferson helped to popularize
homespun wool clothing. First signature partially detached, foxing to interior, light wear to extremities. An extremely good copy, with
an extraordinary provenance, most rare from Jefferson’s library and with his ownership marking.
18

“Books From Buchanan’s Library Are Very Rare”
13. (BUCHANAN, James) TOMLINE, George. Memoirs of the Life of the Right
Honorable William Pitt. Philadelphia, 1821. Two volumes. Octavo, original
blue-gray paper boards, custom clamshell box. 
$9000.
First American edition of Tomline’s two-volume Memoirs of Pitt, an exceptional
association copy belonging to President James Buchanan, boldly signed by him
on the title pages of both volumes, along with the inscriptions below his signatures of his trusted niece and ward, who was the unmarried president’s popular White House hostess, the first called “First Lady” in the press, dated by her
the year of his death when she inherited his Wheatland home: “Harriet Lane
Johnston, Wheatland, 1868.”
“Books from Buchanan’s library are very rare” (Rendell, 94). Buchanan, the
only unmarried president throughout his tenure, became his niece’s legal
guardian when she was orphaned as a young girl. In 1857, she accompanied
Buchanan to the White House, where she became “the first White House hostess to be called ‘First Lady’ in the press.” When Buchanan died, she inherited
Buchanan’s home, Wheatland, in 1868—the same
year as in her inscription. Later penciled bibliographic note. Interior fresh with only faint foxing mainly
to preliminaries, lightest soiling to original boards,
trace of loss to spine ends. An exceptional wide-margined copy in original boards with an extraordinary
presidential provenance.

Boldly Signed By President James K. Polk, From His Library
14. (POLK, James K.) UNITED STATES CONGRESS. Laws of the United States. From The 4th Of March 1827, To The 3d Of March,
1833…. Vol. VIII. Washington, 1835. Thick octavo, contemporary full brown sheep, custom clamshell box. 
$6500.
First edition of Volume VIII of the official ten-volume Laws of the United States
(which would conclude in 1845), a very rare association copy from the library of
President James K. Polk— boldly signed by him.
This massive Volume VIII of the official ten-volume Laws of the United States,
containing laws enacted by the 20th to 22nd Congresses, and printings of key
treaties, is from the library of America’s eleventh president, James K. Polk,
and is signed by him on the title page. Historian Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
placed “Polk in a category of ‘forceful and persuasive presidents’ that included
Jefferson, Jackson, Theodore Roosevelt and Reagan.” Interior generally fresh
with light scattered foxing, early archival reinforcement to paper hinge; some
rubbing, edge-wear to scarce contemporary boards. An extremely good association copy with a most important presidential signature.

19
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Twice Signed By Andrew Johnson
15. (JOHNSON, Andrew) DIX, John A. New Views of the Currency Question.
New York, 1859. Octavo, original gray paper wrappers; pp 20. 
$5800.
Andrew Johnson’s twice-signed personal copy of John A. Dix’s pre-Civil War address on the feasibility of the federal government to issue paper currency—converting paper money into specie proved to be a major issue in Johnson’s 1867
Presidential State of the Union address—with Johnson’s signature on both the
front and back wrappers.
A Tennessee senator and later president, Andrew Johnson was Chairman of the
Senate Committee to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses from 185961. This pamphlet was most likely signed while Johnson was a U.S. Senator.
Interior fine, light wear and soiling to extremities of wrappers, faint vertical
crease from folding. Near-fine condition, rare signed.

From The Library Of James A. Garfield: Garfield’s Personal Copy
Of Willis’ Outlines Of The United States Government,
With His Bookplate And Signed By Him
16. (GARFIELD, James A.) WILLIS, Anson. Willis’ Outlines of the United
States Government. Philadelphia, 1869. Octavo, original half navy morocco.
$4800.
First edition of this primer on the organization and operation of the United
States Government, the copy of President James A. Garfield, boldly signed by
him in the year of publication—when he was a Congressman from Ohio—and
with his bookplate.
At the time this educational text was published,
Garfield had already served several terms in the
House of Representatives for the 19th District of
Ohio. He would continue to serve in the House
until 1878; he was elected 20th President of the
United States in the fall of 1880. Assassinated
mere months into his presidency, Garfield is
“remembered as a martyr above all else, as one
who truly gave his life for his nation” (Miller
Center, UVA). Mild embrowning to endpapers,
staining to boards, and bit of rubbing to spine.
An extremely good copy, most desirable with
such exceptional provenance, boldly signed by
the 20th President, James A. Garfield.
20

Boldly Signed And Dated By President
Chester Alan Arthur As President
17. (ARTHUR, Chester) RUSSELL, A.P. Library Notes. Boston, 1879.
Octavo, original green cloth, custom chemise and half morocco slipcase.
$5500.
Revised and enlarged edition of Russell’s popular literary work, an exceptional personal association copy owned and signed by Chester Alan Arthur at the
height of his presidency with his date of “Mch 5, 1883”—an exceedingly scarce
signed work by this often embattled president.
Chester Alan Arthur was sworn in as America’s 21st president in September 1881
following the assassination of President Garfield. Arthur, ill from kidney disease during much of his tenure, would die in November 1888. “Highly sensitive
about his personal reputation, Arthur
had ordered the destruction of his
personal papers and records shortly before his death” (ANB); works
with his signature are quite scarce.
Subsequent owner signature below
that of President Arthur. Text fresh
and clean, front inner paper hinge
split, small closed tear at inner edge
of front free endpaper, slight edgewear to bright cloth-gilt. A highly desirable near-fine copy with an impressive presidential association.

“A Rare Edition”: FDR’s Copy, With His Bookplate And
Ownership Signature—The Sang Copy
18. (ROOSEVELT, Franklin D.) ROBERTSON, William. Storia di
America. Venezia, 1778. Two volumes bound in one. Octavo, contemporary half brown calf gilt. 
$5200.
Fine presidential association copy of the first Italian edition of Robertson’s
important history of America—“the standard history of the discovery of
the New World” (Honour)—President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s personal copy, with his bookplate and penciled ownership signature, dated
1907, and with his manuscript annotation: “A Rare Edition.” From the
renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang.
Roosevelt was an ardent bibliophile. He was a member of such book collectors’ organizations as the Club of Odd Volumes and the Grolier Club.
At his death, his personal library numbered more than 21,000 volumes.
Roosevelt willed a small portion of his personal book collection to his
children who sold their bequest; the vast majority of FDR’s personal library and papers remain intact in the FDR library. Robertson’s history
of the discovery of America and the conquest of Mexico and Peru was
the “most highly regarded secondary source of its time” (Howes, 493).
With engraved frontispiece portraits and two folding maps, of Central
and South America. In addition to being in President Roosevelt’s library,
this copy was later in the renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip
D. Sang until 1985. Interior quite clean, each folding map with a single
short marginal tear at stub, joints and corners lightly rubbed. A handsome copy, with distinguished Presidential provenance.
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American Presidents

Rare 1861 Autograph Letter Signed By President Lincoln,
Writing From The Executive Mansion To His Secretary Of War
19. LINCOLN, Abraham. Autograph letter signed. Washington, August 20, 1861. Single leaf of unlined
ivory paper (8 by 9-7/8 inches), handwritten on recto and verso, docketed on verso; folding portfolio.
$26,000.

“If there is
a vacancy,
I think his
appointment
would be a
very proper
one.”

Exceptional August 1861 autograph letter penned entirely in Lincoln’s hand, signed by him in the first year of
the war and mere weeks after the Union loss at Bull Run, written to Secretary of War Cameron regarding the
appointment of John Huntington to the position of Assistant Quarter-Master of the Army, beautifully housed
in a custom half morocco portfolio featuring a handsome engraved portrait of Lincoln.
This 1861 letter from President Lincoln to Secretary of War Simon Cameron is dated the month after the
Union Army’s defeat at Bull Run. The letter, entirely in Lincoln’s precise cursive with his bold signature,
reads: “Executive Mansion August 20, 1861 Hon. Sec. of War. Sir, Mr. John M. Huntington calls on me this
morning saying that several weeks ago I indorsed [sic] on his application to be an Assistant Quarter-Master
in the Army these words to wit ‘Mr. Huntington is presented for the position of Assistant Quarter-Master in
the Army. I herewith send letter and papers, recommending him for a different appointment, as showing
his position and standing. If there is a vacancy, I think his appointment would be a very proper one.’ He
also says Senator McDougall in his letter, asks for the appointment, as a personal favor to himself—If these
things be found to be correctly stated, let the appointment be made—Yours truly [signed] A. Lincoln.”
Less than six months after this letter to Secretary of
War Cameron, Lincoln called for his resignation, replacing him with Edwin Stanton. Original leaf with
faint foldlines; letter on the recto right half, continued
on the verso. An impressive presidential autograph
letter with the vivid large signature of “A. Lincoln”.
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“Fervently Do We Pray—That This Mighty Scourge Of War
May Speedily Pass Away”: Original 1864 Campaign Ribbons
With Two Famous Lincoln Portraits
20. LINCOLN, Abraham. Two portrait campaign ribbons. No place, 1864.
Original white silk with brass pin, measuring 2-1/2 by 3 inches and original
white silk, measuring 2-1/2 by 5 inches; handsomely matted and framed, entire
piece measures 8 by 14 inches. 
$4800.
Two handsome second-campaign ribbons with portraits of Lincoln, one based
on Mathew Brady’s famous photograph and the other one an 1859 photograph
by Samuel M. Fassett.
Lincoln’s second campaign, against Democrat George McClellan (the General
Lincoln removed from command for his delays and indecisions), resulted in a
landslide victory, “owing partly to a policy of letting soldiers go home to vote”
(Foner & Garraty, 338). The first ribbon, attached to a brass pin in the shape
of an eagle, reproduces the famous Brady photograph of Lincoln, “the one
Robert Lincoln spoke of as being the best likeness of his father” (Meredith,
85)—later used for the five-dollar bill. The second ribbon, designed for Illinois
delegates, bears the image of a young beardless Lincoln based on the 1859
photograph by Samuel M. Fassett, the original negative of which perished in
the Chicago Fire. “Mrs. Lincoln considered it the best likeness of her husband
that she had ever seen” (Miller, 29). Very faint spotting to both ribbons (not
affecting images). Most desirable.

“The Company Will Require For Forty Putawatomis Sixty Pounds Of Meat & Flour & Two Gallons Of Whisky”
21. HARRISON, William Henry. Autograph document signed. Fort Greenville, June 17, 1795. Partial leaf of unlined paper, measuring
9 by 4 inches. 
$2600.
Autograph document ordering food and whisky for a Native American tribe at the behest of General Anthony Wayne, written, signed, and
initialed by then-lieutenant and future president William Henry Harrison.
The document reads: “Head Quarters Greeneville 17th June 1795. The company will require for forty Putawatomis sixty pounds of meat
& flour & two gallons of whisky—Wm. H. Harrison. a de-camp. Add an half gallon of whisky to the above—Wm H. H.” In 1795, 22-year-old
William Henry Harrison was a lieutenant in
the U.S. Army, serving as aide-de-camp to
General Anthony Wayne at Fort Greenville
(now Greenville, Ohio). Harrison participated in The Battle of Fallen Timbers, the
final battle of the Northwest Indian Wars.
The Treaty of Greenville in August 1795
formally ended the war; among the tribes
signing the treaty were the Potawatomi.
Ultimately, Harrison was to become a political leader in these territories, culminating
in his election as president in 1840—a term
that lasted 31 days and ended in his untimely death. Docketed in secretarial hand
on verso. A fine example of Harrison’s
writing and signature from the beginning
of his distinguished career.
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The Life, Public Services And Selected Speeches Of
Rutherford B. Hayes, Inscribed By President Hayes
22. (HAYES, Rutherford B.) HOWARD, J.Q. Life, Public Services and Select
Speeches of Rutherford B. Hayes. Cincinnati, 1876. Octavo, original green
cloth, custom half morocco slipcase. 
$3900.
First edition, presentation copy, of this biography of Rutherford B. Hayes
also featuring selected speeches, inscribed by President-elect Hayes to a
controversial Sixth Circuit judge: “Hon T.J. Mackey with the Compliments
of R.B. Hayes. Dec 28, 1876.”
This work comprises a biography of and selected speeches by Rutherford
B. Hayes, the single-term 19th president of the United States. Hayes is
credited with helping to restore ethics to a scandal-ridden and corruption-plagued Washington. However, Hayes also presided over the end
of Reconstruction in the South, ensuring a return to white supremacist
government. This copy is inscribed by Hayes to Sixth Circuit judge J.T.
Mackey, so notorious for the unfair treatment of black defendants in
his courtroom that the House of Representatives demanded an investigation of his conduct. A few marginal pencil markings to interior.
Mild foxing mainly to preliminaries, light wear and foxing to binding.
A handsome inscribed copy.

Inscribed Presentation First Edition Of Theodore Roosevelt’s
African Game Trails—The Sang Copy
23. ROOSEVELT, Theodore. African Game Trails. New York, 1910. Large octavo, original gilt-stamped pictorial brown cloth, custom clamshell box.  $9600.
First trade edition, inscribed by Theodore Roosevelt in the year of publication:
“To Sir William Edmund Garstin with the regard of Theodore Roosevelt, Sept
20th 1910.” With 50 illustrations, including photographs, photogravures, drawings and a map. From the renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang.
Soon after declining to run for the presidency again, Roosevelt and his son Kermit
set out in 1909 on a ten-month expedition
across central and northern Africa to hunt
big game and collect specimens for the
Smithsonian Institution. “Roosevelt’s total bag was enormous even by the liberal
standards of that era” (Czech, 138-39).
Issued simultaneously in a signed limited edition. Without rare dust jacket. This
copy was in the renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang until 1985.
Interior clean, some darkening and toning
to cloth, gilt bright. An extremely good
copy, scarce and desirable inscribed, with
a nice provenance.

“I have always been fond of the West African proverb
‘Speak softly and carry a big stick; you will go far.’”
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“One Of The First Technological Books Of
Modern Times”: First Edition In English Of
Agricola’s De Re Metallica, Inscribed And
Signed By Translator Herbert Hoover
24. (HOOVER, Herbert) AGRICOLA, Georgius.
De Re Metallica. Translated from the First Latin
Edition of 1556. London, 1912. Folio (8-1/2 by 13
inches), original full vellum. 
$3800.
First edition in English of this lavishly illustrated landmark scientific work, “one of the first technological
books of modern times,” translated, with annotations,
by the 31st President of the United States, Herbert
Hoover, and his wife, inscribed: “Compliments of
Herbert Hoover.” With a program of the 1930 Fiftysixth Annual Convention of the American Bankers
Association, where President Hoover was the keynote
speaker, signed by Hoover, laid in.
Hoover, a mining engineer before entering politics,
annotated this edition; his wife, a former Latin
teacher, was responsible for the bulk of the translation. Includes a life of Agricola, and an appendix of
his works. One of an estimated 1476 copies printed
(Norman 21). With reproductions of all 270 woodcut diagrams and illustrations included in the 1556
first Latin edition. Honneyman I: 36. Hoover 28. See
Dibner, Heralds of Science 88 (1556 first edition).
Expert restoration to rear board and joints, front
flyleaf used to replace front pastedown, expert paper repair to inscribed blank leaf not affecting signature; last dozen leaves with expert cleaning and
minor paper restoration. A very attractive copy

“Is Not The Supreme Purpose Of Education, Therefore,
To Train Men And Women To Rule?”
25. HARDING, Warren G. Document signed. Washington, circa 1922.
Three leaves, measuring 8 by 10-1/2 inches, typed on the recto, custom half
morocco clamshell box. 
$3000.
Typed manuscript of the foreword to a work on the Constitution, signed on
the last page of text by the author, President Harding.
This foreword for James Montgomery Beck’s Constitution of the United
States is signed by Harding at the end of the text. Harding’s foreword first
appeared in a 1922 edition of Beck’s book, which was meant to be used
in schools and was reprinted many times. Accompanied by the “National
Security League Edition” of Beck’s book, with the bookplate of Sam A.
Lewisohn, the American lawyer, financier, philanthropist, art collector, and law/management author. Faint blue notation pointing toward
Harding’s signature. Accompanying book near-fine. Manuscript near-fine,
with faint paperclip markings and staple holes.
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Presentation Copy Inscribed And Signed By President Grover
Cleveland: The Public Papers Of Grover Cleveland—The Sang Copy
26. CLEVELAND, Grover. The Public Papers of Grover Cleveland, TwentySecond President of the United States. March 4, 1885, to March 4, 1889.
Washington, 1889. Quarto, original brown cloth. 
$4000.
First edition of this collection of state papers from Cleveland’s first term, inscribed and signed by Cleveland: “Robert Bennett Esq from Grover Cleveland
June 4, 1890.” From the renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang.
Cleveland served terms as the 22nd (1885-1889) and 24th (1893-1897) President
of the United States, with Benjamin Harrison serving as the 23rd President.
This volume contains papers from Cleveland’s first term, in which he became
“the first Democrat to occupy the White House since James Buchanan left office
in 1861… Cleveland sought to prevent fraudulent acquisition of the nation’s
public lands, prohibited unlawful fencing of grazing areas, and forced railroads to return unused land grants… [Cleveland] echoed the unease that many
citizens expressed about the growing power of business” (ANB). “All of his biographers have noted the president’s distinctive temperament. ‘He possessed
honesty, courage, firmness, independence, and common sense,’ wrote Allan
Nevins, who subtitled his classic biography A Study in Courage” (ANB). This
copy was in the renowned Americana collection of Mrs. Philip D. Sang until
1985. Some marginal spotting, light rubbing to extremities of original cloth.
An extremely good Presidential presentation copy.

Signed By President Woodrow Wilson In 1918:
The Collected Speeches And Addresses, 1913-17
27. WILSON, Woodrow. MARSHALL, Thomas R. Addresses
of President Wilson 1913-1917 [cover title]. Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1913-17. Octavo, original black
limp morocco. 
$5500.
Collection of government printings of President Woodrow
Wilson’s addresses and speeches, collecting approximately
70 printed addresses, signed and dated: “Woodrow Wilson,
28 May, 1918.” With a five- by eight-inch photographic portrait of Wilson by the Sun Publishing Company loosely laid in.
This collection of Addresses is signed by Wilson who, in
2006, was ranked ten in “The 100 Most Influential Americans
of All Time” (Atlantic Monthly). Within 18 months of his inaugural address, “Wilson oversaw and pushed through a
truly staggering program of major legislation… one of the
three great legislative presidents of the 20th century, perhaps all of American history” (Cooper, Reconsidering,1-12).
“No other president has combined such varied and divergent elements of learning, eloquence, religion and war…
his inaugural address afforded a national audience its first
taste of his eloquence—his blend of stirring appeals, exalted
purpose and divergent ideas—and gave an accurate forecast
of the legislative and ideological direction his administration would take” (Cooper, 199). Some original wrappers
bound in. Interior clean, a bit of light rubbing to spine.
A near-fine copy, scarce signed by Wilson
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“Principally Great Because He Was Human Enough To Have Many, Many Faults”
28. (ROOSEVELT, Franklin D.) OLIVER, Frederick Scott. Alexander Hamilton. New York / London, 1907. Octavo, original red cloth.
$11,000.
First edition of this biography of Founding Father Alexander Hamilton, wonderfully inscribed by FDR: “Miss Adele Conklin With a
Democrat’s hopes that she will realize that this Republican was principally great because he was human enough to have many, many
faults. Franklin D. Roosevelt Xmas 1924.”
FDR’s inscription captures his fascination with Hamilton. Their beginnings had little in common—FDR was born to wealth and privilege in New York and Hamilton was, in John Adams’ words, “the bastard brat of a Scotch pedlar” (Chernow, 4). Yet both were fundamentally New Yorkers. Hamilton “went to college, joined the army, and practiced law there… New York politics—brawling and
byzantine… shaped his options and his agendas” (Brookhiser, 9-10). The date of FDR’s inscription marks a pivotal year in his life when,
battling polio, he delivered the nominating speech for Alfred Smith’s presidential bid. Without scarce dust jacket. Text fine, inscription
bold and clear, lightest edge-wear, faint rubbing to cloth. Near-fine.
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“All Human Beings Were Her Brothers And Sisters And
Her Work Has Lived After Her”
29. ROOSEVELT, Eleanor. It’s Up to the Women. New York, 1933. Octavo, original
blue cloth, slipcase. 
$4000.
Signed limited first edition of Eleanor Roosevelt’s first book, one of only 250 copies
signed by her.
Published the year FDR began his first term as president, “Eleanor Roosevelt’s first
book, It’s Up to the Women, was intended to stiffen the spines and lift the spirits of its readers as they moved through the Great Depression… ‘In 1933 women
rarely spoke in public, held very few
public offices, and had barely begun voting.’ Inspirational at times,
the book is also deeply practical…
The foundational message rings as
loudly as it did nearly a century ago:
that women ‘have always been a tremendous power in the destiny of the
world’” (New York Times). Without
scarce dust jacket. Book with only
usual toning to spine, slipcase with
only slightest rubbing and toning.
A handsome copy.

“The Hopes And Prayers Of Liberty-Loving People Everywhere
March With You”: Signed Limited First Edition Of Crusade In
Europe, Signed By Eisenhower
30. EISENHOWER, Dwight D. Crusade in Europe. Garden City, 1948. Thick
octavo, original tan linen, acetate, slipcase. 
$7000.
Signed limited first edition, one of
1426 copies signed by Eisenhower at
the bottom of a facsimile of his D-Day
message to Allied troops.
Eisenhower’s memoir provides an
important and unique perspective on
the difficult command-level decisions
that decided the outcome of World
War II. Included are numerous battlefield and theater maps (a number in
color), as well as photographic illustrations selected by Edward Steichen.
Slight wear to slipcase, book and acetate fine. A handsome signed copy.
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“A Lesson Learned, A Principle Proved, Or An Old Truth Emphasized”
31. EISENHOWER, Dwight D. The White House Years: Mandate for Change
1953-1956. WITH: The White House Years: Waging Peace 1956-1961. Garden
City, 1963-65. Together, two volumes. Thick octavo, original tan cloth, acetate,
slipcases. 
$4200.
Signed limited first editions of Eisenhower’s presidential memoirs, each volume
one of 1500 copies signed by Eisenhower.
Mandate for Change
covers the years of
Eisenhower’s
first
presidential term, in
which he grappled
with such difficulties
as the Rosenberg case
and trouble in the
Suez; Waging Peace
covers Eisenhower’s
second term. Each volume illustrated with
black-and-white photographic illustrations.
Fine condition.

First Edition Of Ronald Reagan Talks To America,
Inscribed By Ronald Reagan
32. REAGAN, Ronald. Ronald Reagan Talks to America. Old Greenwich,
Connecticut, 1983. Octavo, original navy cloth, dust jacket. 
$6800.
First edition of this single volume collection of Reagan’s most important speeches, as well as highlights from the 1980 presidential campaign, inscribed: “To
Fred F. Guyton, With very best wishes. Ronald Reagan. Sept. 30 1985.”
An important source for Reagan’s speeches, this work includes some of Reagan’s
most famous speeches on subjects including the dangers of Big Government,
social problems, the arms race, freedom of speech, and much more. With an
introduction by the late American billionaire and Pittsburgh Tribune-Review
publisher, Richard Mellon Scaife. With three color photographs of Reagan’s
boyhood home and an additional sepia-tone photograph of Reagan apparently
with the inscribee. Book very nearly fine, price-clipped dust jacket with only
minor soiling and slightest rubbing to extremities. A near-fine inscribed copy.
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“Only the very
courageous will be able
to keep alive the spirit
of individualism and
dissent which gave birth
to this nation.”

First Edition Of Profiles In Courage, Inscribed By John F. Kennedy
33. KENNEDY, John F. Profiles in Courage. New York, 1956. Octavo, original half black cloth boards, dust jacket,
custom clamshell box. 
$18,500.
First edition, first printing, of Kennedy’s Pulitzer-winning examination of “that most admirable of human virtues,”
inscribed: “To Marguerite Doherty—with my warmest regards. John Kennedy.”
“A series of sketches of American politicians who risked their careers in the cause of principle… ‘A man does what
he must,’ Kennedy wrote, ‘in spite of personal consequences, in spite of obstacles and dangers and pressures—and
that is the basis of all human morality’… The book was popular history of high order, and it received the Pulitzer
Prize for biography in 1957” (DAB 7: 420). First printing, with publisher’s code “M-E” (December 1955) on copyright
page. Bookplate of the recipient, Marguerite F. Doherty. Two flyers for Women on Wheels of Massachusetts laid
in. Doherty was an enthusiastic member of the organization. Kennedy met with Democratic Women on Wheels of
Massachusetts in the Rose Garden on May 21, 1962. Book fine, dust jacket with light wear and toning to extremities
and a few tape repairs to verso. A near-fine copy, most desirable inscribed.
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“A Cancer Growing On The Presidency”
34. (WATERGATE) (NIXON, Richard M.) UNITED STATES CONGRESS. Hearings before the Select Committee on Presidential
Campaign Activities of the United States Senate. Washington, 1973-74. Thirty-one volumes. Octavo, original green paper wrappers.
$4200.
First edition of the landmark 31-volume report of the
Watergate hearings, with nine volumes covering hearings on the “Watergate Investigation,” four volumes on
“Campaign Practices” and “Financing,” four on the “Milk
Fund Investigation,” two on the “Use of Incumbency—
Responsiveness Program,” six on the ‘Hughes-Rebozo
Investigation,” the volume of “Supplemental Material on
Campaign Practices and Finances,” the volume on “Election
Reform: Basic References,” the two-volume Appendix of
“Legal Documents,” the one-volume of Indices, and the 1974
“Final Report,” rare complete in original wrappers, a fine set.
On February 7, 1973, the U.S. Senate approved a resolution
to impanel the Senate Select Committee on Presidential
Campaign Activities to investigate a turning point in
20th-century American history, triggered by the discovery of a minor burglary on the night of June 17, 1972 and leading to the first and
only resignation of a U.S. President. Volume 18 as issued with “Book 18” printed only on front cover. Small owner signatures to front
wrappers of two volumes. Interiors fine, only small closed tear to spine head of one volume. An especially fine set in original wrappers.

“My Heart Is Filled With Love For This
Country”: The Audacity Of Hope,
Signed By President Barack Obama
35. OBAMA, Barack. The Audacity of Hope:
Thoughts on Reclaiming the American
Dream. New York, 2006. Octavo, original
boards, dust jacket. 
$4500.
First edition, first printing, signed by President
Barack Obama.
Obama calls for “a different brand of politics—a politics for those weary of bitter partisanship…a politics rooted in the faith, inclusiveness, and nobility of spirit at the heart of
‘our improbable experiment in democracy.’”
A lovely about-fine signed copy.
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African-Americana
“An Unparalleled Influence, Perhaps The Greatest Single Influence,
In The Struggle For Human Freedom In The 18th Century”
36. BENEZET, Anthony. Observations on the Inslaving, importing and purchasing of Negroes. Germantown, 1760. Slim octavo, period-style full sprinkled brown sheep gilt; pp.16. 
$3800.
Second edition of one of the earliest and most influential anti-slavery works by
Benezet, containing an Introduction and a moral fable by Fénelon, neither present in the previous year’s rarely found first edition.
Benezet “was pivotal in one of the greatest moral victories of humankind and
justice… an unparalleled influence, perhaps the greatest single influence, in the
struggle for human freedom in the 18th century” (Brendlinger, 1). In Observations,
“Benezet broached the argument that slavery was contrary to the laws of man.”
Widely considered his first major work; this key second edition features an
Introduction—not present in the first edition—and substitutes Law’s excerpt with
“a moral fable, The Uncertainty of a Death-Bed Repentance” (Crosby, Complete
Antislavery Writings 1, 238). Uncertainty of a Death-Bed Repentance attributed to
François Fénelon. Text with light scattered foxing and edgewear.

“I Think It Is Time For The Slaves To Speak”: Rare 1843 Edition Of
Moses Roper’s Narrative, Published In England After Roper Fled
There In 1835, Believed To Be “The First Illustrated Narrative Ever
Published By A U.S.-Born Enslaved Person”
37. ROPER, Moses. A Narrative of the Adventures and Escape of Moses
Roper, From American Slavery. London, 1843. Small octavo, original brown
cloth, custom clamshell box. 
$3800.
1843 edition of Roper’s forceful and direct account of his nearly two decades as
a slave, with five engraved illustrations including frontispiece portrait and fullpage engraving of Roper’s brutal torture on the “cotton screw.”
Roper’s Narrative, issued in England after Roper escaped slavery, is believed to
be “the first illustrated narrative ever published by a U.S.-born enslaved person” (Cutter, 372). It transformed white audiences “from distant participants
to witnesses in the violent drama of slavery” (Jeffrey, 124-27). With engraved
frontispiece portrait (not present in pre-1840 editions), along with three intext engravings and full-page engraving of “The Cotton Screw.” Fifth Edition,
later printing, with “Twenty-fourth thousand” on title page: initially issued
in London in 1837; first American edition, 1838. Blockson 453. Contemporary
owner inscription of Samuel Fairhead, of Tunstall, Suffolk, England, along
with owner inscription of George Fairhead, his brother. Small bit of early marginalia, as if in a child’s hand (51). Text generally fresh with lightest scattered
foxing, only faint soiling to original cloth. A very desirable near-fine copy.
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“You can’t run
away from
trouble. There
ain’t no place
that far.”

“It Will Live As Long As Aesop’s Fables”: First
Edition, First State, Of Joel Chandler Harris’ First
Uncle Remus Book, In Original Gilt-Stamped Cloth
38. HARRIS, Joel Chandler. Uncle Remus: His Songs
and His Sayings. The Folk-Lore of the Old Plantation.
New York, 1881. Octavo, original gilt- and black-stamped
pictorial mustard cloth, custom clamshell box.  $8500.
First edition, first state, of the first and most beloved Uncle
Remus book by Harris, the one American writer of the
Reconstruction who “has made the most permanent contribution,” with eight plates and numerous text illustrations
by Church and Moser, in original cloth-gilt.
“Harris’ main concern… was to preserve the remnants of a
folklore which he was sufficiently farseeing to know would
one day perish from the earth unless someone who understood the racial psychology and social philosophy behind
it acted as amanuensis to its surviving narrators” (Twentythree Books, Winterich, 102). “Of all the American writers
of [the Reconstruction] period, Joel Chandler Harris has
made the most permanent contribution” (Braithwaite, 32). First state, with “presumptive”
in the last line of page 9 and no mention of Uncle Remus in the publisher’s advertisements.
BAL 7100. Ink owner gift inscription. Interior fine, slightest soiling to cloth, gilt bright.
A beautiful, about-fine copy.

Green Gumbo, Epicurean Oysters, Flounders Sauté,
Jumballaya, Southern Pudding...
39.
CHRISTIAN WOMAN’S EXCHANGE OF
NEW ORLEANS, editor. The Creole Cookery Book.
New Orleans, 1885. Octavo, modern three-quarter
black calf gilt. 
$3800.
First edition of this landmark book of Creole cookery,
with frontispiece illustration of a Mammy character,
attractively bound.
“Two cookbooks stand as founding scriptures for the
Creole tradition: the New Orleans Christian Woman’s
Exchange’s Creole Cookery Book and Lafcadio
Hearn’s La Cuisine Creole—both issued from the press
in 1885 in response to the World Industrial and Cotton
Centennial Exposition held in New Orleans (1884-85).
The Christian Woman’s Exchange compiled this fundraising cookbook, deriving material from ‘housekeepers experienced in the science of cookery as practiced
throughout the South, and more particularly as it is
understood and applied by the Creoles of Louisiana’”
(Shield, Southern Provisions). Manuscript leaf containing recipes for a cheese omelette and
“delicious cruler” bound in. A few pencil notations. Expert restoration to edges of first few
leaves, scattered soiling to text, binding fine. A near-fine copy.
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Large Photographic Print Of George
Washington Carver, Signed By Him
40. CARVER, George Washington. Photograph
signed. No place, June 27, 1938. Gelatin silver photographic print, measuring 7-1/2 by 9-3/4 inches.
$4500.
Large gelatin silver print of an elderly George
Washington Carver speaking at a podium, signed:
“Geo. W. Carver, Jun. 27-1938.”
Born the son of slaves, Carver, considered by many
as the inventor of peanut butter, struggled to find
a college that would accept him. Ultimately, he
earned a master’s degree in agriculture in 1896
from Iowa State University; that same year, he accepted Booker T. Washington’s offer to “head the
agricultural department at Tuskegee Normal and
Industrial Institute in Macon County, Alabama…
in both his teaching and his research his primary
goal was to alleviate the crushing cycle of debt and
poverty suffered by many black farmers who were
trapped in sharecropping and cotton dependency” (ANB). In 1938, the year this photograph was
signed, Carver created a museum of his work and
founded the George Washington Carver Foundation
at Tuskegee to continue his agricultural research. A
few faint creases. Near-fine condition.

“One Of The Most Commanding Figures Of The Harlem Renaissance”:
First Edition Of God’s Trombones, 1927, Inscribed By James Weldon Johnson
41. JOHNSON, James Weldon.
God’s Trombones. Seven Negro
Sermons in Verse. New York, 1927.
Octavo, original three-quarter
black cloth, dust jacket.  $3000.
First edition of Johnson’s volume
of seven sermons in verse, including “Creation,” “Let My People
Go,” and his lead sermon in verse,
“Listen, Lord—A Prayer,” together
in print for the first time, featuring
eight striking full-page illustrations
by famed Harlem Renaissance artist Aaron Douglas, inscribed: “For
Miss J— Sincerely James Weldon
Johnson,” in the original dust jacket.
Johnson was “one of the most
commanding figures of the Harlem
Renaissance in his multiple roles as lyricist, editor, historian, novelist and director of the NAACP.” “Commonly accepted as Johnson’s
highest achievement in poetry, God’s Trombones demonstrated in art the dignity and power of African American folk culture” (Oxford
Companion to African American Literature). Preface by Johnson dated in print, “New York City, 1927.” Blockson 5369. Work, 459.
Interior quite fresh with just a few minor expert paper repairs, faint edge-wear to gilt boards; light edge-wear mainly to spine ends of
scarce dust jacket. A near-fine copy.
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“With Appreciation For Your Leadership And
Best Wishes For The Attainment Of Those
Meaningful Goals Which You Are Seeking For
All People Of Your Great Nation”
42. KING, Martin Luther Jr. The Trumpet of
Conscience. New York, Evanston, and London, 1968.
Slim octavo, original black cloth, dust jacket.  $5800.
First edition of this series of five lectures on civil rights,
inscribed to the British Prime Minister and his wife by
Coretta Scott King, author of the Foreword: “To the
Honourable Prime Minister and Mrs. Wilson with appreciation for your leadership and best wishes for the attainment of those meaningful goals which you are seeking for
all people of your great nation. Coretta Scott King.”
Although this work was previously published as
Conscience for Change, this is generally considered
first edition due to the change of title and the addition
of Coretta Scott King’s Foreword. Inscribed to Prime
Minister Harold Wilson and his wife. Wilson’s term in
office coincided with a rise in persecution of ethnic minorities. Harold Wilson’s Labour government was firmly
against these abuses, resulting in the 1965 Race Relations
Act. Book fine, dust jacket about-fine with mild rubbing
and toning to extremities. A handsome copy, wonderfully inscribed and with an interesting association.

“The Fruit Of Slavery…
The Consequence Of Withholding From Men Their Liberty”:
Rare First Edition Of The Key 1841 Lecture On The Haytien Revolution by
James McCune Smith, Frederick Douglass’ Close Friend and Intellectual Peer
43. MCCUNE SMITH, James. A Lecture on the Haytien Revolutions. New-York, 1841.
Slim octavo, modern blue cloth; pp. 28. 
$4800.
First edition of a landmark early history of Toussaint Louverture and the Haitian Revolution,
delivered in 1841 by McCune Smith—“the African American tradition’s first man of letters”
(Henry Louis Gates, Jr.)—who was chosen by his close friend Frederick Douglass to write the
introduction to My Bondage and My Freedom, with frontispiece map of “Hayti or St Domingo.”
Born a slave in New York City and freed by the New York Emancipation Act 1827, McCune
Smith was “an intellectual prodigy… denied admission to medical schools, he journeyed to Glasgow, Scotland, where he achieved the BA, MA and MD degrees.” On returning and meeting Frederick Douglass, “they struck up an extraordinary friendship…
Douglass judged him ‘without rivals’ among black leaders” (Frederick Douglass, 256-57).
Yet McCune Smith remains overshadowed by his contemporaries, in part because “he
published no book during his lifetime… [and] his essays… were difficult to save and pass
down.” At the 1838 meeting of the American Anti-Slavery Society, he focused “on the
Haitian Revolution…. [and] argued that, contrary to white abolitionist perceptions, black
revolutionaries in the French colony of Saint Domingue were the first group to advocate
an immediate end to slavery” (Stauffer, xxiii). That speech became the basis for this pivotal Lecture. First edition, only printing; bound without fragile wrappers. Sabin 82794.
Blockson, 18. Interior fresh with lightest scattered foxing. An exceptional near-fine copy.
Only one copy of Lecture has been seen at auction since 1982.
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Franklin’s Miscellaneous, And Philosophical Pieces, 1779, The Only Collection Of His Political Writings
Printed In His Lifetime And With His Consent, Beautifully Bound In Contemporary Calf
44. FRANKLIN, Benjamin. Political, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical Pieces. London, 1779. Quarto, contemporary speckled brown
calf gilt, custom clamshell box. 
$16,500.
First edition, wide-margined copy of the preferred quarto issue, of this major collection of Franklin’s writings, many printed here for the
first time, containing his powerful testimony before Parliament in 1766, in which his eloquent answers to questions about the Stamp Act
and other incendiary measures made Franklin “the foremost spokesman for the American cause,” complete with three plates (one folding)
and folding table.
This important work “is the only edition of Franklin’s writings (other than his scientific), which
was printed during his life time; was done with Franklin’s knowledge and consent, and contains
an ‘errata’ [Addenda & Corrigenda] made by him for it” (Ford 342). Edited by his close friend
Benjamin Vaughan and published in London while Franklin was serving as America’s ambassador, this seminal collection contains many of his writings on the rebellious American colonies
and incendiary British measures such as the Stamp Act. Of particular interest is The Examination
of Dr. Benjamin Franklin (255-301), a record of his 1766 appearance before Parliament. In addition
to these and other pivotal writings, this volume offers first printings of many philosophical pieces
that, the editor notes, “are not elsewhere extant in print.” This quarto issue precedes the octavo
issue of the same year. Franklin’s famous epitaph is printed prior to a lengthy appendix, an index
and Franklin’s Addenda and Corrigenda. Interior fresh with mere trace of marginal wormholing
to preliminaries, joints starting but firm. A highly desirable near-fine copy.
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“A valuable acquisition
to… all who would wish
to be truly informed
of the origin of our
present disputes with the
American colonies.”
—Gentleman’s Magazine

Fine Document Signed By Benjamin Franklin
During The Constitutional Convention
45. FRANKLIN, Benjamin. Manuscript document signed. Philadelphia, July 13,
1787. Single sheet of vellum, 15-1/2 by 13-1/2 inches, writing on recto, with fragile
paper seal; window framed with portrait; entire piece measures 31 by 20-1/2 inches.
$22,500.
Exceptional original manuscript document in a secretarial hand, a deed conveying a
“Tract of Land called ‘Munster’” to Samuel Everitt and Michael Probst, boldly signed
by Benjamin Franklin as President of Pennsylvania, and with the fragile paper seals
of Pennsylvania present and intact. This rare official document is dated while the
Constitutional Convention was in session, at which Franklin played a key role.

“His Excellency Benjamin Franklin
Esq., President of the Supreme
Executive Council hath hereto set
his hand and caused the State
Seal to be hereto affixed.”

This official document, dated July 13, 1787, is boldly signed by Benjamin Franklin
as President of Pennsylvania below the state’s embossed seal. Franklin was not
only the state’s president from October 1785 to October 1788, but also a delegate
to the Constitutional Convention, convened in Philadelphia on May 25 of this
year. Franklin is the only Founding Father to be signatory to all four key documents in America’s founding: the Declaration of Independence, Treaty of Paris,
Treaty of Alliance with France and the U.S. Constitution. The original fragile, ornate, eight-pointed star paper seal is present, faintly embossed with the seal of
Pennsylvania. Expected fold lines to document, writing and signature bold and
clear, fragile paper seal missing just the end of one arm of the star. Framed with
original wax seal on the verso. A desirable Franklin item in beautiful condition.
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“Where Were You Hamilton…?”: Extraordinary
Signed Autograph Letter, Circa 1783, By Baron Von
Steuben, Who Trained The Continental Army, To
Alexander Hamilton, Concerning Congress’ Rejection
Of Washington’s Plan For A Peacetime Standing Army
46. STEUBEN, Baron von. Autograph letter signed. No
place, circa spring/summer 1783. Single sheet of unlined paper, measuring 7-1/4 by 9 inches; p. 1. 
$9000.
Rare and exceptional 1783 autograph letter, written entirely in French and in Baron von Steuben’s hand, to his close
friend, Alexander Hamilton, then a member of the Continental
Congress, reacting to Congress’ rejection of General
Washington’s plan to demobilize the Continental Army and
build a peacetime standing army.
This letter is written from Baron von Steuben to his close
friend, Alexander Hamilton, concerning Congress’ rejection
of Washington’s plan for a peacetime military.
The letter, written entirely in French, reads in part: “Where
were you Hamilton when that sentence was pronounced
which the Minister of War put into execution? It is finished…
The fate of our ancient colleagues is hard… Remember my
friend, that I am in the service of the Continental Congress—of
its representatives. Do not allow my fate to be determined by
a County Man. When it is time, give me guidance with your
advice… Will you leave to the good man the formation of your
Peace Establishment? If that is so, take up the pen and cross
out my name… My heart is oppressed, Hamilton. A line from
you will comfort the sorrows of your old friend… Steuben.”
At the outbreak of the American Revolution, Prussian soldier
William von Steuben came to America at his own expense. Lacking English fluency,
he depended on the assistance of (French) bilingual Alexander Hamilton, then serving as aide to Washington. Steuben and Hamilton “became fast friends” (Chernow,
109-10). At the time of this letter, Hamilton was then serving as a member of the
Continental Congress. On April 7, 1783, Alexander Hamilton was appointed to be part
of a committee to plan for peacetime.
With the Treaty of Paris on the
verge of being signed, Washington—with his military advisor, Von Steuben—set about
preparing his own plan to defend a free United States. Congress swiftly rejected the plan
due to concerns about establishing a standing army in peacetime. Moreover, there was
little money to pay for such a project.
This letter reflects Von Steuben’s feelings of betrayal at the rejection of the plan. Von
Steuben had relied on Hamilton for his support. Much of his ire is directed at the
so-called “Minister of War,” who he derides with the name “County Man.” His likely target was Secretary of War Benjamin Lincoln, who began his career in small town
Massachusetts. Just a year later, in the spring of 1784, Von Steuben completed a more
thoughtful plan, which Washington praised at length. On June 2, 1784, Ranking Senior
Military Officer Henry Knox, discharged all but a few dozen soldiers at the direction of
Congress. The next day, Congress created America’s first peacetime military force by
recommending that several states provide 700 men from their militias to serve one year
terms of service.
Residue along marginal edge from album removal and a couple of tiny spots.
Very nearly fine condition.
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“One Of The Essential Books For An Americana Collection”
47. GASS, Patrick. Journal of the Voyages and Travels of a Corps of Discovery,
Under the Command of Capt. Lewis and Capt. Clarke. Philadelphia, 1810.
Octavo, late 19th-century full speckled brown calf gilt. 
$6200.
Second American edition of the “earliest full firsthand narrative of the Lewis and
Clark expedition” (Howes), the first edition to include six fascinating woodcut
plates depicting Lewis and Clark on their expedition.
Gass volunteered as a private for the Lewis and Clark Expedition in 1803 (he was
promoted to sergeant August 26, 1804). “A most reliable man, Gass accompanied
the expedition to the Pacific… keeping a careful and valuable journal… [In Washington, after returning east, Gass] arranged for publication of his journal which appeared seven years before the
official Lewis and Clark narrative was published” (Thrapp II:542). With six woodcut plates. Preceded
by the first edition of 1807, a second printing of that edition in 1808 (sometimes erroneously called
the second edition), and the London edition. Fine condition.

“The Decision Vested The Corporation With Indestructible
Contract Rights... Even Against Its Creator”
48. (DARTMOUTH COLLEGE CASE) FARRAR, Timothy. Report of the Case of the
Trustees of Dartmouth College Against William H. Woodward. Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. 1819. Octavo, contemporary full brown sheep rebacked. 
$3500.
First edition of one of the most significant and influential of the early cases appearing before the Supreme Court.
Before Chief Justice John Marshall’s Supreme Court, Dartmouth College was
represented by one of its most famous alumni, the orator and politician Daniel
Webster. Marshall’s decision in favor of Dartmouth established “an assurance for all investors in American corporate enterprises that the terms upon
which they had committed their capital could not be unilaterally altered by
a state. At a time when corporations were first being widely used, it thus encouraged the expansion of American business enterprise… The decision vested
the Corporation with indestructible contract rights… even against its creator”
(Schwartz, 86, 111). Early owner signature above title page. Text generally fresh
with scattered foxing, expert restoration to contemporary sheep boards.
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“My Course Has Been, And Ever Will Be, To Secure First The
Prosperity & Happiness Of The American People.
In The Meantime, I Will Not Fail To ‘Sympathize’ With Any,
And Every Oppressed People & Nation”
49. HOUSTON, Samuel. Autograph letter signed. Washington, D.C. January
15, 1852. One sheet of paper, measuring approximately 15-1/2 by 10 inches.
$15,000.
Three-page autograph letter boldly signed from Sam Houston to Gideon Welles, who would become Secretary of the Navy under Lincoln
during the Civil War, discussing current foreign policy and Houston’s “America First” attitude.
The letter reads, in part: “Washington, January 15, 1852. My Dear Sir: ... I commend your views in relation to our international policy as
most wise, and truly practicle [sic]. It is a a [sic] good rule to recur to first principles, and by way of doing so, it seems to me, that a wise
plan would be to ask, what would Gen’l Jackson decide, to be proper, in any given case! In the present emergency, either you or I could
guess what course he would adopt. My course has been, and ever will be, to secure first the prosperity & happiness of the American
people. In the meantime, I will not fail to ‘sympathize’ with any, and every oppressed people & nation... Truly thine, Sam Houston. To
Gideon Wells, Esq. Hartford, Conn.” The “emergency” referred to in this letter
is likely the tumult of revolution in Europe, including the failed rebellion of
Hungary against Hapsburg rule in 1848.
A Tennessee congressman, Houston served as Governor of Tennessee but resigned due to marital problems. After settling in Texas, Houston fought for statehood, and commanded the small army that captured Santa Anna. He served as
President of the Republic of Texas, Senator, and Governor. Although Governor
of Texas, Houston was unable to prevent Texas from seceding from the Union in
1861, and he was deposed because of his strong unionist stance. Fine condition.
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“It seems to me, that a wise plan
would be to ask, what would
Gen’l Jackson decide, to be proper,
in any given case!”

“Truly A Landmark In American Culture”
50. MCKENNEY, Thomas and HALL, James. History of the Indian Tribes
of North America, with Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes of the
Principal Chiefs. Philadelphia, 1855. Three volumes. Royal octavo, original
deluxe full brown morocco. 
$27,000.
Early octavo edition of one of the most recognized and desirable American color plate books produced in the 19th century, illustrated with 120 splendid fully
hand-colored lithographic plates by J.T. Bowen after Charles Bird King’s original oil paintings, “the most colorful portraits of Indians ever executed” (Howes).
Handsome in publisher’s deluxe morocco.
In commissioning the Indian Tribes of North America, McKenney aimed to educate
the American public about these greatly exotic warriors and chiefs and to preserve
them for posterity in a series of beautiful portraits. Most of the original oil portraits were painted from life in the studio of Charles Bird King, to whom McKenney
brought many of the subjects. The rest were
copied from watercolors executed in the
field by a young frontier artist named James
“A record of vanishing
Otto Lewis. The finished portraits resided in
the Smithsonian until 1865, when fire conpeoples: portraits,
sumed the institution and destroyed most of
biographical sketches
the paintings. First published in folio 183644 and in octavo 1848-50. Howes M129. Field and a history of North
992. See Sabin 43411. Some light soiling or
American Indians.”
expert cleaning to endpapers and margins
of a few plates, expert repair to some joints.
An exceptionally handsome set with excep- —University of Cincinnati
tionally vivid hand-colored plates.
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“Came To Keene Today And Joined The Recruits,
Have Taken My First Lesson In Drilling…”
51. (CIVIL WAR) PARTRIDGE, Henry Franklin. Civil War diary. New
Alstead, New Hampshire, 1862-64. Two volumes. 12mo (3-1/2 by 5-1/2 inches), original full limp black morocco, custom clamshell box. 
$4900.
Fascinating Civil War diary written in pen and pencil from 1862 to 1864 by a
sergeant in the 9th New Hampshire volunteers, chronicling his service from
enlistment to medical discharge and offering glimpses of many of the major
battles of the war including Antietam and Vicksburg.
This is the Civil War diary of Henry Partridge, who was a sergeant with the
9th New Hampshire Volunteers. This diary traces his association with the 9th
New Hampshire from July 23, 1862—when he joined the new recruits at Keene
for training—to his medical discharge from the war, including the battles of
Antietam, Vicksburg, and Petersburg. Notable moments include Partridge
catching a glimpse of General Burnside and encountering Confederate forces
at Antietam: “After about two hours of fighting we gained the bridge… a piece
of shell hit me on my left arm, made it pretty sore.” Partridge was wounded
several times and his writings on military hospitals are brief but poignant. By
the end of the war, 409 of the original regiment had died, over half of those
due to disease. Henry Partridge’s service was sufficiently valorous to merit
space in Edward Oliver Lord’s History of the Ninth Regiment: New Hampshire
Volunteers in the War of the Rebellion (1895). Owner inscriptions of Henry
Partridge. The first volume of the diary contains assorted contemporary
ephemera in an internal pocket. Only occasional soiling to interior, expected
wartime wear to bindings. Extremely good condition.

Publisher’s Presentation Copy Given To
Shelby Foote Of Volume I Of His Civil War,
Signed By Foote, And With His Annotations
52. FOOTE, Shelby. The Civil War. A Narrative.
Fort Sumter to Perryville. New York, (1958). Large
octavo, contemporary full dark blue morocco gilt.
$7500.
Scarce first edition of Volume I of Foote’s massive,
authoritative and engrossing history— this copy specially bound and presented by Random House to the
author, inscribed by Foote: “Shelby Foote, Memphis
1959 (presentation copy from the publisher),” with
Foote’s additional notes at rear.
Despite his success in academic circles, Foote was
little appreciated by the public until he appeared
in Ken Burns’ documentary film The Civil War.
Burns called him “the presiding spirit of the series”
and his contribution to the project made him a cultural icon. In this handsome presentation copy,
Foote has typed an errata list, expanded the Table
of Contents (laid in at the rear) and inserted a photograph of himself dated 1957. Dornbusch III:1387.
Wright 339. Minor toning to extremities. An aboutfine signed, presentation copy, handsomely bound.
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With 16 Ornithological Color Plates
By Fuertes And 45 Photographs
By Edward Curtis
53. (CURTIS, Edward) HARRIMAN ALASKA
EXPEDITION. Alaska. Volume I: Narrative,
Glaciers, Natives. Volume II: History, Geography,
Resources. New York, 1901. Two volumes. Tall
octavo, original green cloth, cloth dust jackets.
$5000.
First edition account of the 1899 Harriman Expedition
to Alaska, with 39 color plates (including 16 heliotype
plates of coastal birds by Louis Agassiz Fuertes), 85
full-page photogravures (45 by Edward S. Curtis), five
maps and numerous in-text illustrations.
In 1899, Harriman assembled a team of 26 distinguished scientists and artists, among them John
Burroughs, John Muir, Louis Agassiz Fuertes, and
Edward S. Curtis. Harriman took this group on a
two-month survey along the 9,000-mile coast of
British Columbia and Alaska, returning with over
100 trunks of specimens and over 5000 stunning
photographs and paintings. From this material the
team produced 12 volumes of Alaskan natural history over the next 12 years. These are the first two volumes of their discoveries, including Muir’s “Pacific Coast Glaciers,” Grinnell’s “Natives of the Alaska
Coast Region” and Burroughs’ “Narrative of the Expedition.” Fine condition.

“This Book Must Not Be Mailed”
54.

(NEW ORLEANS). Blue Book. New Orleans, circa 1911. 12mo, original wire-stitched pale blue wrappers. 

$4500.

Early directory of the “fast women” of New Orleans, apparently published by principal advertiser restaurateur Tom Anderson, and compiled by
Billy Struve, manager of Anderson’s Annex Café. Contains the warning, “This book must not be mailed,” and the advisory, “Read all the ads.”
The Preface of this notorious pocket-sized directory of the legendary Storyville district of New Orleans asks the question, “Why [should]
New Orleans have this directory? Because it is the only district of its kind in the States set aside for the fast women by law.” First appearing
around 1900, this “Blue Book” of Storyville purveyors is broken out by race, with alphabetic entries of the names and addresses of “the
best places to spend your money.” Interleaved are full-page advertisements for whiskey, cigars, jewelry, candy, drug stores and legal
services. Text printed in red and black. Interior fine, light wear and toning to extremities of wrappers. An exceptionally good copy.
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One Of The Earliest Works Illustrating The Grand Canyon, With Magnificent Panorama By Thomas Moran
55. DUTTON, Clarence E. Atlas to Accompany the Monograph on the Tertiary History of the Grand Cañon District. Washington
[i.e., New York], 1882. Atlas folio (18 by 20 inches), original brown cloth rebacked and recornered. 
$11,500.
First edition of this magnificent atlas volume, the “most impressive published result of the great scientific expeditions to the American West
after the Civil War,” with splendid double-page tinted lithographic panoramas of the canyon by Thomas Moran and William Henry Holmes.
Dutton’s report, based on his explorations of the Grand Canyon in the early 1880s, was the most extensive and important study of that
region to date. It is particularly notable for the great atlas volume, consisting of 12 double-sheet maps (most of which are in color) and ten
double-sheet panoramas (most tinted). Executed by New York lithographer Julius Bien, the Atlas portrays the Grand Canyon at its most
impressive, with all the panoramas on large double folio sheets (images measure 33 by 20 inches). One of the panoramas, entitled “The
Transept,” is by Thomas Moran, renowned landscape painter and etcher, who was the first to represent adequately the scenery of the West.
The remaining panoramas were drawn by the great archaeologist William Henry Holmes, whose illustrations for this volume are considered “masterpieces of realism and draftsmanship as well as feats of imaginative observation” (Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire, 512-13).
Without the scarce text volume. Plates and maps generally fine, restored binding handsome. A beautiful copy, unusual in this condition.
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Lockwood’s Profusely Illustrated
Colonial Furniture, First Edition
56. LOCKWOOD, Luke Vincent. Colonial
Furniture in America. New York, 1913. Two volumes. Quarto, contemporary three-quarter dark
green morocco gilt. 
$3200.
Second edition, greatly expanded from the one-volume first edition, with 867 illustrations.
Lockwood’s classic survey of furniture from the
Colonial period is based on the examination of
colonial furniture in public and private collections, inventories, contemporary records, and
cabinet-makers’ design books. The one-volume
first edition was published in 1901 and contained
less than half as many illustrations. Bookplates of
Chicago meatpacking magnate J. Ogden Armour.
Fine condition.

“Do Not ‘Tell’ The World What You Can Do—‘Show It’”
57. HILL, Napoleon. The Law of Success in Sixteen Lessons. Meriden,
Connecticut, 1937. Eight volumes. Octavo, original blindstamped dark brown
cloth, custom slipcases. 
$8500.
1937 edition of Napoleon Hill’s eight-volume landmark work—“as relevant as
ever” (Forbes)—this copy signed by Napoleon Hill in Vol. I with the inscription
in the same green ink, in an unidentified hand; “With the Author’s Best Wishes.”
To many, the 16 laws in “Napoleon Hill’s classic Law of Success… seem as relevant as ever” (Forbes). Hill’s “magnum opus” (New York Times) was inspired by
his 1908 interview with Andrew Carnegie where Carnegie offered to introduce
Hill to the most successful men of the day. “He met with Theodore Roosevelt,
Thomas Edison, John D. Rockefeller, Henry Ford, Alexander Graham Bell,
King Gillette and other contemporary
giants” (Emmett, Rich Man Poor Man).
“Strong, deeply
Hill’s classic Think and Grow Rich
rooted desire is the
(1937), published the same year as this
eight-volume edition, was a “revised
starting point of all
and refined version of his research” in
this pioneering work (Bill Hartley). This
achievement.”
stated “Third Edition” stands as the
second eight-volume edition: preceded
by the 1928 edition, the first eight-volume edition, which expanded on a 1925
shorter version of barely 500 pages that
appeared both in pamphlet form and in
a limited edition of 118 copies. Text very
fresh with tiny early repair to one leaf
(I), only lightest rubbing to spine ends.
A splendid about-fine copy.
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General George S. Patton Jr.’s Personal Copy Of The Virginia Campaign Of ‘64 And ‘65,
Twice Signed By Him And With A Few Penciled Annotations
58. (PATTON, Jr., George S.) HUMPHREYS, Andrew A. The Virginia Campaign of ‘64 and ‘65. New York, 1916.
Octavo, original blue cloth, custom half morocco clamshell box. 
$9200.
Later edition of Humphreys’ account of the Virginia Campaign during the closing years of the Civil War, signed in
block letters in ink on the front board by General Patton and boldly signed and dated by him (“GS Patton Jr., Maj
GSC, Jan 29, 1925”) on the front free endpaper. With three penciled annotations by Patton as well as a few other
marginal markings, indicating that he read at least part of this book.
“General George S. Patton Jr. has earned a place in the pantheon of authentic American heroes…. [Yet] his great
success on the battlefield did not come about by chance…. He read voraciously” (D’Este, Patton, 3-4, 317-18).
This copy of Humphreys’ The Virginia Campaign of ‘64 and ‘65—Patton’s own copy—is twice signed by him. No
other military leader wrote so frequently in his letters or diary what he was reading, and no leader’s library was
so well-documented since Napoleon’s. Patton often traveled with what he was reading, even on campaigns,
and his books typically show signs of substantial wear. Patton’s library, which was almost entirely inherited by
his son, Major General George Patton III, was given to West Point, with just a small portion of books, including
this volume, inherited by other descendants or friends. In addition to his characteristic ownership signatures,
he has also made a few penciled marginalia, writing “Leadership” in the margin of page 4, “Army Reserve” on
page 39, “G-2” on page 41, as well as a few other penciled markings. Interior clean, faint smudge to front cover,
minor toning to spine, extremely good. An important military volume from Patton’s library.
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“That Cursed Navy Licked Us Yesterday
At Baseball”
59. PATTON, George S. Autograph letter signed.
West Point, New York, 1908. Single sheet of stationery,
measuring 10 by 6-1/2 inches unfolded, pp. 2.  $4000.
Interesting signed autograph letter written by George S.
Patton at West Point to his sister, Anne, mentioning West
Point’s loss to the Navy in baseball, a bet on the game
that cost thousands, and a potential family visit.
The letter, written entirely in Patton’s hand to his sister
on 1908 United States Military Academy (West Point)
stationery, reads in part: “Dear Anne: That cursed
Navy licked us yesterday in baseball and also got three
thousand dollars some of which was mine and which
we had bet on the game. This morning there was some
mistake and no collection was taken up. So one of the
cadets took occasion to say that we had lost so much
to the Navy that even the silver plates were gone... I supposed you will
come up with ma and Nannie next Sunday but then all of you must keep
away until after exams. Well I must stop now. Your loving brother. Geo.
S. Patton, Jr.” (punctuation added). This letter is inscribed to Patton’s sister, Anne “Nita” Wilson Patton, best known today for her
failed engagement to John J. Pershing. Patton regularly corresponded with his sister. Very nearly fine condition.

Rare Original Photograph
Of General George S. Patton,
Signed By Him Less Than A
Year Prior To His Death
60. PATTON, George S. Photograph
signed. Probably Germany, 1945.
Original black-and-white photograph, measuring 5 by 7 inches.
$8500.
Original black-and-white photograph
of General Patton, signed by him.
This bust-length photograph
shows a stoic General Patton facing forward at attention, wearing
his trademark helmet and, most
importantly, wearing a uniform
decorated with full four-star insignia. Patton was only promoted
to a four-star general in January
of 1945, less than a year before
his death, making this one of
the last images captured of him
and certainly one of the last to
be signed. Minor foxing to verso.
A fine signed photograph. Rare.
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“I Hope That None Of The Soldiers Will Get Drunk But As Most Of Them Are Broke I Guess They Won’t”:
Patton’s Voluminous Official Report On The Operations Of The Third Army, One Of Only 289 Copies,
With Autograph Letter Signed By Patton Laid In
61. PATTON, George S. After Action Report, Third U.S. Army, 1 August 1944 – 9 May 1945. Washington, 1945. Two volumes. Oblong
folio (18 by 13 inches), original gray-brown paper wrappers, custom clamshell box. 
$13,500.
First edition of this classified official report of the daily activities of Patton’s Third Army, with details of the famous operation “Overlord,”
illustrated with hundreds of photographs, charts and maps, marked “Secret” on every page. With a 1915 autograph letter to his mother
signed by Patton laid in.
Under the command of Lieutenant General George S. Patton, Jr., the Third Army participated in eight major European operations
throughout their 281 days, giving “new meaning to ‘hard charging, hard hitting, mobile warfare.’ The Third Army’s swift and tenacious drive into and through France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Austria contributed immeasurably to
the destruction of the Nazi war machine” (BACM Research). As the Report contains far too much sensitive information, it remained
classified until February 1947. There were only 289 copies of this edition produced in 1945 and at that time, in order to obtain a copy
one had to have top security clearance. Laid into this copy is a two-page autograph letter signed by Patton. The letter reads in part:
“Dear Mama: Merry Christmas. I am very sorry not be home but it can’t be helped... B and I went to a Cow Boy dance last night and it
was very interesting we are going again tonight... I hope that none of the soldiers will get drunk but as most of them are broke I guess
they won’t... With lots of love to all, your devoted son, George S. Patton Jr.” Patton was sent to Fort Bliss, Texas in 1915 to serve under
General Pershing, who would shortly command American forces against Pancho Villa in Mexico. First and last few leaves of each
volume with expert paper repairs, letter with just a bit of embrowning. Handsomely boxed.
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“Most Secret”
62. (WORLD WAR II) STRONG, K.W.D. Weekly
Intelligence Summary. No. 50. London, March
4, 1945. Folio, staple-bound as issued, original
beige paper wrappers. 
$6800.
Original March 4, 1945 “Most Secret” intelligence report issued by the Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force
(SHAEF) concerning the Western Front in
World War II, with four situation maps offering information primarily about Germany
and a detailed analysis of enemy capabilities,
Luftwaffe bombing, and assorted concerns like
weather essential to military success.
This intelligence report includes sections on
Enemy Operations, enemy dispositions, enemy
defences, enemy capabilities, enemy supplies
and transportation, economic notes, miscellaneous (weather), as well as reports on air and
sea activities and secret weapons. Perhaps the
most interesting part of this report focuses on
secret weapons: rockets (faster, less regular firing) and flying bombs (increased firing against
the Dutch and a new experimental weapons
site). Extensive docketing on front wrapper.
Colored pencil notations to interior. Wear to
folder. Light wear and usual toning to interior,
mild toning to extremities, wrappers detached.
A very good copy. Rare.

“Old Soldiers Never Die”
63. MACARTHUR, Douglas. Douglas MacArthur’s Address to the Congress
of the Unites States. Houston, circa 1951. Slim octavo, staple-bound as issued,
original orange paper wrappers. 
$2000.
Early separate printing of MacArthur’s famous “Old Soldiers Never Die” farewell
address before Congress delivered on April 19, 1951, inscribed to North Dakota
congressman Usher Burdick: “To Usher Burdick—With cordial regard—Douglas
MacArthur.”
On April 19, 1951, before a joint session of Congress, Douglas MacArthur announced his resignation as General of the Army in this moving speech. His closing words, “old soldiers never die; they just fade away,” headlined nearly every
newspaper in the days that followed. The official first edition of MacArthur’s
speech was published by the Appeal Printing Company in New York in 1951;
this booklet is an early offprint of the same speech. Usher Burdick, to whom
this copy was inscribed, was a North Dakota politician for much of his life,
serving in various state-level offices and in the U.S. Congress from 1935-45 and
from 1949-59. A bit of faint offsetting to title page. A very nearly fine copy. Quite
scarce, especially inscribed.
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“Lilac and star and bird
twined with the chant
of my soul…”

“For The Sweetest, Wisest Soul Of All My Days And Lands…”:
First Edition Of Whitman’s Drum-Taps, Important Preferred Issue
With Sequel For Lincoln, Containing The First Printing Of
“When Lilacs Last In The Dooryard Bloom’d”
64. WHITMAN, Walt. Drum-Taps. BOUND WITH: Sequel to Drum-Taps.
When Lilacs Last in the Door-Yard Bloom’d. New York and Washington, 18656. 12mo, original blind- and gilt-stamped brown cloth; pp. (iv), 5-72, (3), 4-24,
custom clamshell box. 
$8800.
First edition, the important and preferred second issue, one of only 1000 copies,
with the first appearance of the sequel celebrating Lincoln containing “Lilacs”
and “O Captain! My Captain!”
Drum-Taps “stands among the nation’s finest poems” (ANB). Upon the death of
Lincoln, Whitman delayed the printing of Drum-Taps and added “When Lilacs
Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d,” a “profoundly moving dirge for the martyred
Lincoln” (CHAL), with separate pagination, table of contents, and title page.
Myerson A3.1a2. Wells & Goldsmith, 11. BAL 21398. Owner signature of J.H.G.
Rhoades of the 22nd Regiment. Expert repair to rear endpaper, interior generally quite nice, only slight rubbing to cloth. A near-fine copy.
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“In Memory Of A Small But Select Party Not To Be Coughed At
In These Dry Days”: F. Scott Fitzgerald’s First Book, This Side Of
Paradise, Inscribed By Him Four Days After Publication
65. FITZGERALD, F. Scott. This Side of Paradise. New York, 1920. Octavo,
original green cloth, custom clamshell box. 
$38,000.
First edition, first printing, of Fitzgerald’s first novel, inscribed four days after
publication: “For Larry Larom, in memory of a small but select party not to be
coughed at in these dry days! F. Scott Fitzgerald, Cottage Club, Princeton, N.J.
March 30th 1920.”
Although the inscription was written just four days after the publication of
This Side of Paradise, Fitzgerald’s first novel, he was already fast on his way
to becoming the new literary sensation: the entire first printing of 3000 copies
had already sold out (ultimately requiring two more printings in April alone).
On the day of the inscription, Fitzgerald sent Zelda a telegram proposing that
they should marry, since they would “get no rest by waiting until Monday first
edition of the book is sold out address Cottage until Thursday and Scribner’s
after that Love Scott.” On April 3rd they were married at St. Patrick’s Cathedral
in New York. The inscription is particularly appropriate in that This Side of
Paradise is a romantic evocation of Fitzgerald’s Princeton days, begun while
he was still an undergraduate there. “This Side of Paradise achieved immense
social impact. Daring and bold for its time, the novel projected new freedom—
to flirt, smoke, pet, drink and dance. It functioned as a kind of bible for the
Jazz Age among the nation’s youth, catapulting Fitzgerald to overnight fame”
(Nolan, 37-38). First printings of this novel (April 1920) are exceedingly difficult to obtain. Without two blank flyleaves at rear. Without scarce dust jacket. Bruccoli A5.1.a. Signature of recipient on rear free endpaper. Very shallow
dampstain along upper edge of text block, a few faint spots to front cover.
A near-fine copy, gilt exceptionally bright.
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“I’m a product of a
versatile mind in a restless
generation—with every
reason to throw my mind and
pen in with the radicals.”

“Fitzgerald was a better just plain writer than all of us put together.”
—John O’Hara, Letter to John Steinbeck
“In Memory Of Many Parties…”: Exceptional Presentation First
Issue Of Fitzgerald’s The Beautiful And Damned, With Wonderful
Pre-Publication Inscription To Dramatist Zoë Akins
66. FITZGERALD, F. Scott. The Beautiful and Damned. New York, 1922.
Octavo, original green cloth, custom clamshell box. 
$55,000.
First edition, first issue, of Fitzgerald’s second novel, inscribed in February: “For
Zoe Akins—In memory of many parties, 1920-1921. From F. Scott Fitzgerald, St.
Paul, Minn, Feb 6th, 1922.” While the sheets for The Beautiful and Damned were
printed in January, 1922, the book was not released until March, rendering this a
pre-publication inscribed presentation.
“The Beautiful and Damned brought Fitzgerald accolades from those whose
opinions he valued. Mencken congratulated him for staking out new ground…
Fitzgerald was aiming high; he only wanted to be the best novelist of his generation” (Turnbull, 130-31). First issue, with “Published March, 1922” on copyright page. Bruccoli A8.1.a. The recipient of this copy was poet, playwright and
screenwriter Zoë Akins. Akins’ greatest achievement was the Pulitzer Prize in
1935 for her dramatization of Edith Wharton’s “Old Maid.” In a 1935 letter to
Akins, Fitzgerald writes “I am delighted that ‘The Old Maid’ is still on Broadway.
It is still talked about here by those who went to see it with me” (Turnbull, 521).
Bookplate. Interior fine. A few small rubs to cloth at head of slightly toned spine,
rear inner hinge tender but sound. A wonderful inscribed copy.
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Taps At Reveille, In Scarce First-State Dust Jacket
67. FITZGERALD, F. Scott. Taps at Reveille. New York, 1935. Octavo, original dark green cloth, dust jacket,
custom clamshell box. 
$11,000.
First edition, first state, of the last collection of Fitzgerald’s short stories published during his life, in rare first-state
dust jacket. One of only 5100 copies printed.
Fitzgerald chose for inclusion in this volume what he considered his best short stories from the previous decade—many of which dealt with a pre-war boy in his middle teens. “Mr. Fitzgerald is always miraculously adept
at describing adolescent love affairs and adolescent swagger” (Edith Walton). Included is the much-anthologized story “Babylon Revisited.” First state, with pages 349-52 uncancelled. Presumed second-state dust jacket
with price-clipping; first-state dust jackets did not have a price printed on the front flap. Bruccoli A18.1.a1.
Book with only very faint discoloration to cloth, about-fine; price-clipped dust jacket with a few minor rubs to
corners, faint fold line along spine, near-fine. A beautiful copy, extraordinarily bright and crisp.
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“I Don’t Mean To Burden You With A List Of
Domestic Calamities…”: Fine 1922 Signed
Autograph Letter From F. Scott Fitzgerald To
A Friend Of His Friend, Acclaimed Author
Joseph Hergesheimer, Apologizing For Being
Too Busy To Meet
68. FITZGERALD, F. Scott. Autograph letter
signed. Saint Paul, Minnesota, 1922. Single sheet
of unlined paper, measuring 8-1/2 by 11 inches,
with hand-addressed mailed envelope.  $14,500.
Exceptional signed autograph letter, written entirely
in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s hand, apologizing for failing
to arrange a meeting with Lucy Norval, a friend of
author Joseph Hergesheimer (Fitzgerald’s friend and
competitor), due to a “desperately sick” baby and
an equally sick mother-in-law.
The letter, written entirely in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
hand and dated “Feb 15th, 1922,” reads in part:
“My dear Miss Norval: A message came yesterday
from Mr. Joseph Hergesheimer telling me that you
were at the Radisson Hotel. I delayed writing you
because we have been having a double misfortune
here with a desperately sick baby and my wife’s
mother in such condition that only the baby kept
us from starting immediately south... I didn’t mean
to burden you with a list of domestic calamities but
I wanted to explain my apparent discourtesy in not
writing immediately and availing ourselves of the
pleasure Mr. Hergesheimer’s message promised...
Sincerely, F. Scott Fitzgerald.”
This letter expresses Fitzgerald’s regret over being
unable to meet author Joseph Hergesheimer’s friend,
Lucy Norval, at Saint Paul’s Radisson Hotel due to
family health crises—of unclear validity; Fitzgerald
was celebrating the publication of The Beautiful
and the Damned and begging friends for money
just a few days later. Fitzgerald had a long, mercurial acquaintance with Hergesheimer, during which
he vacillated between deriding Hergesheimer’s
work and lauding his literary accomplishments.
They were nevertheless close acquaintances—even
friends—engaging in outings with friends to yacht
clubs and the like. The accompanying envelope is
addressed in Fitzgerald’s hand to Lucy Norval at
the Radisson Hotel Minneapolis, but bears an autograph correction in an unidentified hand sending
it care of McKesson & Robbins in New York. A couple small closed marginal tears and faint marginal
smudges. A very nearly fine copy.
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1692 First Complete Collected Edition Of
Ben Jonson’s Works, “Dramatist, Friend And
Contemporary Of Shakespeare”
69. JONSON, Ben. The Works of Ben Jonson. London,
1692. Folio (9 by 15 inches), 19th-century crimson morocco
sympathetically rebacked and recornered. 
$7500.
First edition of the “first complete collected edition” of
Jonson’s Works, with engraved frontispiece portrait and the
first collected printing of The New Inn, handsomely bound in
crimson morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe.
Ben Jonson was “dramatist, friend and contemporary of
Shakespeare, and perhaps the only one worthy to rank with
him” (Hartnoll, 446). To Dryden, “Shakespeare was the
Homer or father of dramatic poets, Jonson was the Virgil”
(Allibone I:998). This is the “first complete collected edition… and the last of the folio editions” of Jonson’s Works
[first published 1616] (Pforzheimer 561), assembling in one
volume the 1640-41 edition and featuring the first collected
printing of The New Inn. Contained here are Jonson’s many
dramatic and poetical works, including Every Man in His
Humor, Volpone, The Alchemist, Jonson’s many masques, his
translation of Horace’s Ars Poetica and the leges convivales
or “social rules,” which had not appeared in the previous
Works. As always with this edition, sheets Ccc and Zz2-3 are
browned, attributed to the use of a different paper. Text fresh
with trace of expert paper repair to frontispiece and title
page, lightest scattered foxing. A splendid near-fine copy.

“Please, Sir, I Want Some More”:
First Issue Of Oliver Twist
70. DICKENS, Charles. Oliver Twist; Or, the Parish Boy’s
Progress. By “Boz.” London, 1838. Three volumes. Octavo, early 20th-century full tan polished calf gilt. 
$7800.
First edition, first issue, of Dickens’ classic, with the “Fireside”
plate and “Boz” title pages, beautifully bound by Morrell.
“When Bentley decided to publish Oliver in book form before
its completion in his periodical, Cruikshank had to complete
the last few plates in haste. Dickens did not review them until
the eve of publication and objected to the Fireside plate which
depicted Oliver at Rose Maylie’s knee [Volume III, p. 313]…
Dickens had Cruikshank design a new plate... it replaced the
Fireside plate in later copies” (Smith, 35). Bound without half
titles or publisher’s ads. Smith 4 (especially note 3). Eckel, 5160. With imprint trimmed from bottom of plates; Smith states,
“In any of the volumes, some of the illustrations may have the
imprints trimmed off.” Each volume with “Bound by Morrell
for John Wanamaker” in small print on the verso of the front
free endpaper. Text very clean, plates a bit darkened as usual.
Bindings bright and fine with slight scratch to front board of
Volume I. A beautifully bound copy.
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“I Kissed Thee Ere I Killed Thee”:
Three Of Shakespeare’s Greatest Tragedies
—King Lear, Othello, And Antony And Cleopatra—
Extracted From The Second Folio, 1632
71. SHAKESPEARE. The Tragedie of King Lear. BOUND WITH: The Tragedy of Othello, the Moore of Venice. BOUND WITH: The
Tragedy of Anthony, and Cleopatra. London, 1632. Folio (9 by 12-1/4 inches), modern half morocco gilt; pp. 303-88. 
$33,000.
The complete text of three of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies, King Lear, Othello, and Antony and Cleopatra, from the rare and important
Second Folio, on 43 original leaves, attractively bound in modern half morocco-gilt.
The four folios of Shakespeare are the first four editions of Shakespeare’s collected plays. These were the only collected editions printed in the 17th century (a 1619 attempt at a collected edition in quarto form was never completed). The Second Folio, like the First Folio
of 1623, contains 36 plays, all the plays that are considered to be wholly or in part by Shakespeare (with the exception of Pericles, which
was added to the Third Folio edition of 1663). “The folios are incomparably the most important work in the English language” (W.A.
Jackson, Pforzheimer Catalogue). It is estimated that no more than 1000 copies of the Second Folio were printed. Leaves [ee6]-[aaa6]
contain the three plays King Lear, Othello, and Antony and Cleopatra. Pencil notation to upper corner of each leaf.
Bottom corners of 381-384 repaired (no textual loss) and final leaf reinforced along bottom edge, upper margins of several leaves clipped
closely only affecting running titles, only a few spots of scattered soiling as usual, binding fine. A rare copy in exceptional condition.
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First Edition Of Twain’s The Prince And The
Pauper, First Issue, First State,
In State “A” Binding
72. TWAIN, Mark. The Prince and the Pauper,
A Tale for Young People of All Ages. Boston,
1882. Octavo, original black- and gilt-stamped
green cloth. 
$3200.
First American edition, first issue, first state, of “the
best book for young folks that was ever written,”
(Harriet Beecher Stowe), in first-state binding.
According to Twain, Harriet Beecher Stowe once
told him, “I am reading your Prince and the Pauper
for the fourth time… And I know it is the best book
for young folks that was ever written” (Kaplan,
240). First issue, first state, with Franklin Press
imprint on copyright page, “estate” rather than
“state” on page 124, “do not” rather than “do” on
page 263, and “reigned” rather than “reined” on
page 362. Binding state A, with top center rosette
on spine 1/8 inch below fillet. BAL 3402. Johnson,
39-41. MacDonnell, 44-45. McBride, 70. Interior
clean, light rubbing to extremities of cloth, gilt
bright. An extremely good copy.

“If It Weren’t For The People… The World
Would Be An Engineer’s Paradise”: First
Edition Of Vonnegut’s Player Piano
73. VONNEGUT, Kurt. Player Piano. New York,
1952. Octavo, original green cloth, dust jacket.
$4500.
First edition of Vonnegut’s first novel, an “increasingly prescient,” darkly humorous dystopia.
A “dystopia of automation, Player Piano… describes the dereliction of the quality of life by the
progressive surrender of production and political
decision to machines. The mixture of heavy irony,
bordering on black humor, and unashamed sentimentality displayed in the novel became the hallmark of Kurt Vonnegut’s work” (Clute & Nicholls,
1289). This first edition is “difficult to find today”
(Reed, 41). With Scribner’s “A” on copyright page.
Pieratt & Klinkowitz AA1. Bruccoli & Clark I:395.
Currey, 407. Book fine; toning to spine of handsome near-fine dust jacket.
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“I Have Had My Coffee & Bread, & Shan’t Get Out Of Bed Till It Is Time To Dress For
Mrs. Laffan’s Xmas Dinner This Evening—Where I Shall Meet Bram Stoker”:
Extraordinary 26-Page Signed Autograph Letter From Mark Twain To His Wife
74. TWAIN, Mark. Autograph letter signed. The Players, New York, 1893.
Thirteen sheets of unlined stationery, each measuring 5-1/2 by 8-1/4 inches; pp.
26, with original hand-addressed mailing envelope, custom chemise and full
morocco slipcase. 
$29,500.
Splendid 26-page signed autograph letter, written entirely in Mark Twain’s
hand, from Twain to his wife, Livy, regarding Twain’s plans for Christmas including meeting Bram Stoker; his meetings in Chicago over Paige’s automatic
typesetting machine (which would eventually bankrupt him); and his train trip
back to Chicago in a luxury train car, with original hand-addressed envelope to
“Mrs. S.L. Clemens.”
This 26-page, four-part letter was written to Twain’s much-adored wife, Livy,
as consolation for Twain’s failure to write for three days. The letter (informally
divided into four) reads in very small part: “LETTER No. 1 The Players, Xmas,
1893. Merry Xmas, my darling, & all my darlings! I arrived from Chicago close upon midnight last night, & wrote & sent down my Xmas
cablegram before undressing... It is now half-past 10 Xmas morning; I have had my coffee & bread, & shan’t get out of bed till it is time
to dress for Mrs. Laffan’s Xmas dinner this evening—where I shall meet Bram Stoker… LETTER No. 2. I tell you it was interesting! The
Chicago campaign, I mean. On the way out Mr. Rogers would plan-out the campaign while I walked the floor & smoked and assented...
Mr. Rogers gradually broke down Mr. Walker’s objections, one after another till there was nothing left... LETTER No. 3… Charley Davis
& I left for the White City... There was nothing overlooked or left undone that could have been done, except the raising of Paige’s
stipend to his fancy figure of $3,000 a month—& we were all opposed to that... I am full of pity & compassion for him, & it is sincere.
If he were drowning, I would throw him an anvil. LETTER No. 4. We had nice trips, going & coming. Mr. Rogers had telegraphed the
Pennsylvania Railroad for a couple of sections for us in the fast train... The colored waiter knew his business & the colored cook was a
finished artist... We insisted on leaving the car at Philadelphia so our waiter & cook (to whom Mr. R gave $10 a piece), could have their
Christmas-eve at home… I love, dear-heart, I love you all. [signed] Samuel.” Expected postal markings and rough opening to envelope
with stamp and possibly return address excised. Autograph address correction to envelope in an unidentified hand. Later pencil notations on envelope. A few pencil markings to letter in an unknown hand.
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“The Most Significant Work Of Fiction About The
Business Of Writing Fiction”: First Edition Of New Grub
Street, 1891—“Gissing’s Masterpiece” (Orwell)
75. GISSING, George. New Grub Street. A Novel. London, 1891.
Three volumes. Octavo, original green cloth, custom box.  $5200.
First edition of the most famous and “best work” by
Gissing, whose singular perspective on the work of
writing and “the sterling originality of his art, have
secured his place in the history of the English novel,”
in original cloth.
New Grub Street, Gissing’s “finest novel,” is widely
seen as the “most significant work of fiction about
the business of writing fiction. Q.D. Leavis… singled out New Grub Street as his ‘best work’… [and]
in an unpublished piece written in 1948, Orwell
called it ‘Gissing’s masterpiece’” (Matz, George
Gissing’s Ambivalent Realism). With half titles;
rear leaf of publisher’s ads (I). As issued without
dust jackets. One of reportedly only 500-750 copies
printed. Sadleir 971. Wolff 2552. Collie IXa. Owner
signatures to title page in each volume. Text very
fresh with mild rubbing, light edge-wear to cloth.
A desirable near-fine copy.

“Tolstoy Was The Very Embodiment Of Truth In His
Age” (Gandhi): Important First Edition In English Of
Tolstoy’s Kingdom Of God Is Within You, 1894,
Uncut In Original Cloth
76. TOLSTOY, Count Leo. ‘The Kingdom of God Is Within
You’ Christianity Not as a Mystic Religion But as a New
Theory of Life. London, 1894. Two volumes. Octavo, original
dark green cloth. 
$3200.
First edition in English of Tolstoy’s powerful spiritual work,
banned in Russia in his lifetime, a seminal influence on Gandhi
who described being “overwhelmed” by its message of non-violence as a means of resistance, featuring the key translation of
Constance Garnett.
Tolstoy began Kingdom when his fame as a “spiritual leader
and social critic” prompted authorities to “try unsuccessfully to
counter [his] influence through censorship.” On completing it in
1893 his “denunciation of government on the basis of his theory of all non-resistance” was key in its suppression. Kingdom
was sent abroad to be translated and published, first in German
(Berlin, 1893-4), then in this first edition in English, featuring
Garnett’s acclaimed translation (Cambridge Companion). LEG
69. Early gift inscriptions. Volume I with black-and-white illustration of Tolstoy affixed to preliminary blank. Text fresh with
only lightest scattered foxing mainly to preliminaries, inner paper hinges expertly reinforced, minimal edge-wear to bright gilt
cloth. A lovely about-fine copy.
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“An Honorable Place In Any Library Of Children’s Books”:
Lovely First Editions Of Kipling’s Jungle Books—The Hoe-Litchfield Copy
77. KIPLING, Rudyard. The Jungle Book. WITH: The Second Jungle Book. London and New York, 1894-95. Two volumes. Octavo,
original gilt-stamped pictorial blue cloth, custom slipcases. 
$8000.
First editions of Kipling’s classic Jungle Books, “replete
with adventure and excitement.” A beautiful, bright set,
from the library of renowned bibliophile Robert Hoe,
co-founder and first president of the Grolier Club, and
the library of E. Hubert Litchfield.
“Among the 15 stories in [these volumes] are some of
Kipling’s most memorable narratives” (Abraham, 36).
With numerous in-text and 20 full-page illustrations
including frontispiece. First English edition of Second
Jungle Book, issued only three days after the American
edition. Without rarely found dust jackets. Bookplate
of renowned bibliophile Robert Hoe, a co-founder
and the first president of the prestigious Grolier Club.
Hoe owned “one the most famous private libraries in
this country” (Transactions of the Grolier Club IV:12).
Also with the armorial bookplates of noted American
collector and big game hunter E. Hubert Litchfield,
and Robert Marquis Strong, Jr. Inner paper hinges
expertly reinforced, binding beautiful. A stunning set
with distinguished provenance.

The Works Of James Fenimore Cooper,
Beautifully Bound In 32 Volumes
78. COOPER, James Fenimore. The Complete Works.
New York, 1895-96. Thirty-two volumes. Octavo, contemporary three-quarter green morocco gilt.  $6800.
Limited “Leather-Stocking Edition,” one of 1000 sets
produced, very handsomely bound. A beautiful set.
“Cooper’s achievement… was sustained almost to
the close of a hectic, crowded career. His worldwide
fame attests his power of invention, for his novels
have been popular principally for their variety of dramatic incidents, vivid depiction of romantic scenes
and situations, and adventurous plots” (Hart, 165).
The text of this set is based on the Townsend edition
of 1852. Each volume contains an aquatint frontispiece and illustrated title page printed on mounted
India paper. Spiller & Blackburn, “Collected Works”
7 (173). Toning to front board of Lionel Lincoln.
A beautiful set in fine condition.
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First Edition Of Maugham’s Landmark
Espionage Novel Ashenden, “The Prototype
Of Realistic Spy Fiction”
79. MAUGHAM, W. Somerset. Ashenden or The
British Agent. London, 1928. Octavo, original teal
cloth, dust jacket. 
$6800.
First edition of this landmark espionage novel, in the
original dust jacket.
“Ashenden is accepted as the prototype of realistic
spy fiction… Though Maugham’s only significant
contribution to mystery fiction consists of this one
work, it is sufficiently innovative and good—comparing favorably with his best fiction—to deserve
the place accorded it” (Reilly, 1031-32). Film director Alfred Hitchcock transformed Ashenden into his
1936 film The Secret Agent. Stott A38. Steinbrunner
& Penzler, 283-84. Book with slight foxing along
edge of text block and paper residue removal
to spine, scarce unrestored original dust jacket
with a few spots of foxing and minor edge-wear.
A near-fine copy.

“What Is Pornography To One Man Is The Laughter Of Genius
To Another”: First Edition Of Lady Chatterley’s Lover,
Signed By Lawrence
80. LAWRENCE, D.H. Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Florence, 1928. Octavo, modern full crushed green morocco gilt. 
$7500.
First edition, one of only 1000 copies signed by Lawrence, handsomely bound in
full morocco by Bayntun-Riviere.
Available by subscription only in this private Florence printing and banned in
England and America for obscenity, Lady Chatterley’s Lover was Lawrence’s
most ambitious attempt to present his vision of
the mystery and wonder of sex. Lady Chatterley’s
Lover was not available in the U.S. until Grove
Press brought the matter to court in 1959, over
30 years after the publication of the first edition.
Roberts 42a. A highly desirable signed copy in
fine condition.
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Presentation First Edition Of
The Intelligent Woman’s Guide To Socialism And Capitalism,
Inscribed By George Bernard Shaw
81. SHAW, George Bernard. The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and
Capitalism. London, 1928. Octavo, original gilt-stamped green cloth, dust jacket.
$3200.
First edition, first issue, of Shaw’s self-described “confounded book,” inspired
by a request from his sister-in-law, an exceptional presentation/association
copy, inscribed to an author and theater critic: “To Mr. W.S. Meadmore from G.
Bernard Shaw. 28th Sept. 1929.”
“Shaw read Marx’s Capital in 1883 and declared himself a convert, and joined
the newly formed Fabian Society” (Egan, 46-47). Year later, Shaw was intrigued
by a request from
his sister-in-law,
who “asked him
to send her ‘a
few of your ideas
of Socialism’…
planned as a booklet of about 50,000 words, it ended up as a large volume of well over 200,000 words.” First issue, with “were” for “was” (p.
442, line 5). The recipient of this copy was a British theater critic as well
as an author on topics related to Buffalo Bill and the American West.
Book fine, dust jacket with minor soiling and light wear to extremities.
A near-fine inscribed copy.

Signed Limited First Edition In English Of Baudelaire’s Intimate Journals,
One Only 50 Copies Signed By The Author Of The Introduction, T.S. Eliot
82. (ELIOT, T.S.) BAUDELAIRE, Charles. Intimate Journals. London and New York, 1930. Octavo, original gilt-stamped cream silk.
$4500.
Signed limited first edition in English, first printing, of Baudelaire’s influential journals, one of only 50 copies (out of a total edition of
650 copies) handsomely printed on handmade paper at the Westminster Press, specially bound in silk, and signed by the author of the
Introduction, T.S. Eliot, with eight lithographic illustrations after Baudelaire’s own drawings.
In the Introduction, T.S. Eliot writes that Baudelaire “was in some ways far in advance of the point of view of his own time, and yet
was very much of it… He had a great part in forming the generation of poets after him.” Interestingly, Christopher Isherwood translated Intimate Journals from the original French. Isherwood secured the commission through W.H Auden, who told the publisher than
Isherwood was an expert in French. Isherwood was not. This original 1930 translation
contains several of what Isherwood called “howlers,” which were subsequently revised
in the 1947 edition. Without
scarce glassine and slipcase.
Gallup B18. Interior fine, a
bit of wear to extremities
mostly affecting spine ends.
A beautiful signed copy.
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“A Peak Of English Poetry”
83. YEATS, William Butler. The Winding Stair and Other
Poems. London, 1933. Octavo, original blind-stamped green
cloth, dust jacket. 
$3000.
First English edition, substantially revised and expanded from
the preceding limited edition of only 642 copies.
Described, along with The Tower, as “the greatest poetry of
Yeats in his difficult later manner… a peak in English poetry,”
The Winding Stair includes one of Yeats’ most resonant poems,
“A Dialogue of Self and Soul” (Cyril Connolly, The Modern
Movement 56B). Sixteen poems from this work were previously
published in the 1929 first edition; 47 poems first appeared in
Yeats’ 1932 Words for Music Perhaps. One of only 2000 copies
printed. Wade 169. Roth 225. Book fine, dust jacket near-fine
with light wear and toning to extremities. A lovely copy.

Comprehensive Signed Limited Edition Of Yeats’ Poems
84. YEATS, William Butler. The Variorum Edition of the
Poems of W.B. Yeats. New York, 1957. Large thick octavo,
original red and tan cloth, acetate, slipcase. 
$3800.
Signed limited first edition, one of 825 copies signed by Yeats.
Few poets revised as frequently or extensively as did Yeats.
This volume contains variant wordings from a wide range
of published sources, from the first appearance of individual poems to their final appearance in various collections,
each footnoted with Yeats’ emendations. With an appendix
containing Yeats’ own notes regarding the poems. As was
occasionally the case with popular authors, Yeats signed his
name to a number of specially printed sheets to be tipped
into publications after his death. Wade 211N. Owner signature. Spine gently sunned, as often, a bit of toning to slipcase. An about-fine signed copy.
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“To Sherman Billingsley, A Perfect Host, Wishing Him Lots Of Luck (And Keep Away From Finney)”:
Extraordinary First Edition, Presentation/Association Copy, Wonderfully Inscribed By Him
To The Founder And Owner Of New York’s Famed Stork Club
85. HEMINGWAY, Ernest. Green Hills of Africa. New York, 1935. Octavo, original light green cloth, supplied
dust jacket. 
$30,000.
Exceptional first edition, a very memorable presentation/association copy of Hemingway’s gripping account of
big game hunting, inscribed by him to the colorful founder and owner of Manhattan’s star-studded Stork Club—“a
Gatsby-esque extravaganza”—one of Hemingway’s favorite watering holes: “To Sherman Billingsley, the perfect
host, wishing him lots of luck (and keep away from Finney) Ernest Hemingway,” in original dust jacket.
Between publication of Winner Take Nothing (1933) and To Have and Have Not (1937), “Hemingway went to
Africa to shoot the bounding kudu and the ungainly rhinoceros and to reply to his critics. The result is Green
Hills of Africa… It is the most literary hunting trip on record” (New York Times). This distinctive presentation
copy is inscribed by Hemingway to the founder and owner of “Manhattan’s Stork Club, one of the most famous
watering holes in the long history of American nightclubbing” (Time). Hemingway once got “into a shoving
match with Lewis E. Laws, the warden of Sing Sing, and knocked him down… Another night… Hemingway
tried to pay a bar bill with a $100,000 movie royalty check. Billingsley said he told him to wait until the night’s
receipts were in and then coolly cashed the check” (New York Times). First edition, first printing, with Scribner
“A” on copyright page. First-issue dust jacket with green bar on rear panel extending “through seven lines of the
blurb” (Grissom A.13.1.a). Dust jacket supplied from another copy. Hanneman 13A. Bruccoli & Clark I:179. Text
and inscription fresh and crisp, only light toning to cloth as almost always; light edge-wear, toning to spine of
scarce unrestored dust jacket. A most desirable presentation copy with a striking association.
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“As Close To The Great American Novel
As Anyone”: First Editions Of Dos Passos’
Monumental U.S.A. Trilogy
86. DOS PASSOS, John. U.S.A. Trilogy. The 42nd
Parallel. WITH: 1919. WITH: The Big Money. New
York, 1930, 1932, 1936. Together, three volumes.
Octavo, original cloth, dust jackets, custom slipcase.
$5600.
First editions of the three titles of Dos Passos’
epic U.S.A. Trilogy, with original dust jackets.
To Sinclair Lewis, John Dos Passos was “the
father of humanized and living fiction—not
merely for America but for the world.” For
Norman Mailer, Dos Passos’ “trilogy on
America came as close to the Great American
novel as anyone,” and Malcolm Cowley hailed
this remarkable epic as “the most important
and the best of the many American novels
written in the naturalistic tradition… a powerful and personal vision” (New York Times).
Bruccoli & Clark I:101. Books fine; bright unrestored dust jackets extremely good to near-fine
with light chipping to extremities, tape repair
to verso of The Big Money. A highly desirable
literary classic, scarce in this condition.

“A Poem, A Stink, A Grating Noise, A Quality Of Light,
A Tone, A Habit, A Nostalgia, A Dream”:
First Edition Of Steinbeck’s Cannery Row
87. STEINBECK, John. Cannery Row. New York, 1945. Small octavo, original
light yellow cloth, dust jacket. 
$3500.
First edition, in first-state cloth binding, of
Steinbeck’s “fine small art, a miniature gem, a verbal minuet” (A.C. Spectorsky, contemporary review),
a handsome copy in the original dust jacket.
Steinbeck’s picaresque novel, set against the
backdrop of the sardine canneries, vacant
lots, flophouses and honky-tonks of Monterey,
California, “was as complex as [Steinbeck] was…
Nowhere else in his work is his poetry so well
controlled, and nowhere else does he cut quite
so deep” (Benson, 554-5). Basis for the 1982 film
starring Debra Winger and Nick Nolte. Goldstone
& Payne A22b. Salinas Public Library, 38. Bruccoli
& Clark I:355. Book fine; lightest edge-wear to colorful about-fine dust jacket.
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“A Set Of Proofs Of A Small Book About France…”:
Rare Printer’s Proofs Of Saint-Exupéry’s Pilote De
Guerre [Flight To Arras], Inscribed By Him To His Good
Friend Michel Bertin
88. SAINT-EXUPERY, Antoine de. Pilote de Guerre [printer’s
proofs]. Paris, 1942. Approximately 80 galley proof sheets folded once without creasing, custom clamshell box. 
$9000.
Early printer’s proofs of the first French edition of Pilote de
Guerre, Saint-Exupéry’s account of his role in the French Air
Force during the 1940 Battle of France. This set of proofs presented by Saint-Exupéry to his good friend Michel Bertin, inscribed and signed: “A Michel Bertin, a jeu d’epreuves d’un
petit livre sur le France avec tout ma trés profonde amitié.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry.” [“A set of proofs of a small book
about France with all my very deep friendship”].
Originally published in English as Flight to Arras in February
1942, Pilote de Guerre “is a deeply personal book… Conceived
as a volume on the fall of France, Flight to Arras was a war book
by the time it was published. It won raves on both counts. It was
universally thought to dwarf all other accounts of the French defeat; writing in the Atlantic Edward Weeks declared, This narrative and
Churchill’s speeches stand as the best answer the democracies have yet found to Mein Kampf” (Schiff, 363). When it was published in
French in November 1942, the censors of Vichy France quickly banned the work and seized and destroyed 1726 copies of the first edition,
leaving only 402 copies in existence. Pilote de Guerre remained interdicted until the end of the war. Books signed by Saint-Exupéry are
uncommon as he died in 1944. Expected embrowning and brittleness to fragile sheets, with expert restoration to edges and first few and
last folds. A very good and very rare inscribed copy of the early printer’s proofs.
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“One Of The Towering Novels
Of The 20th Century”
89. LOWRY, Malcolm. Under the Volcano. New York,
1947. Octavo, original cloth, dust jacket. 
$3800.
First edition, first printing, of Lowry’s finest novel, one of
the 20th century’s “few authentic masterpieces.”
Hailed as “masterpiece… one of the towering novels of
the 20th century,” Lowry’s tour-de-force is the tragic
narrative of the final, desperate day of a former British
Consul drinking himself to death in Mexico (New York
Times). Basis for the John Huston film with Albert
Finney (who was nominated for an Oscar). First edition,
first printing, with no edition or printings on copyright
page. First-issue dust jacket, with $3.00 on front flap;
“Advance critical acclaim” and four advance reviews
on rear panel. Published the same year as the English
edition, no priority established. Book with just a few
instances of marginal ink stains, bright dust jacket with
two-inch closed tear to front spine head fold, a bit of
shallow chipping to spine head. A near-fine copy, unusual in such condition.

The Breakthrough First Novel In Ross Macdonald’s
Famed Lew Archer Series
90. (MACDONALD, Ross) MACDONALD, John. The Moving
Target. New York, 1949. Octavo, original tan cloth, dust jacket.
$3200.
First edition of the novel that launched Ross Macdonald’s Lew
Archer detective series, the first Lew Archer novel to be adapted
for the screen in William Goldman’s screenplay for the 1966 film
Harper starring Paul Newman, a Haycraft-Queen Cornerstone.
Moving Target, which introduced Lew Archer, announced “the
next step in the PI tradition” (Nolan, 83) and guaranteed him
“a hard-won place… as a seminal writer in the field of modern American literature” (Weinkauf, 15-20). Moving Target is
his first and only book issued under the pseudonym of John
Macdonald, Macdonald’s father’s name. Bruccoli, Checklist, 10.
Hubin II:I, 526. Book fine; lightest edge-wear, fading to spine,
faint soiling to colorful near-fine dust jacket.
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“One Of The Most Influential Books In The
History Of Modern Science Fiction”
91. ASIMOV, Isaac. I, Robot. New York, 1950.
Octavo, original red cloth, dust jacket, custom
clamshell box. 
$6500.
First edition, first issue, of Asimov’s influential collection of nine robot stories.
Asimov’s robot stories were among his most successful and popular, and helped establish his reputation as a pioneer of the science fiction genre.
These nine stories first appeared in the early 1940s
in Astounding magazine. I, Robot is “the first major break-away from the robots-as-menace cliché”
(Anatomy of Wonder II-49). First issue, in cloth
binding (second issue was bound in paper wrappers). Currey, 13. Book about-fine, bright dust jacket near-fine with only slight rubbing to extremities.
A handsome copy.

“Father Of The Robot Apocalypse”:
First Edition In English Of Karel Capek’s R.U.R., 1923,
The Play That “Coined The Word ‘Robot’”
—A Very Fine Copy
92. CAPEK, Karel. R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) A Play
in Three Acts and an Epilogue. London, 1923. Small octavo (43/4 by 6-3/4 inches), original red-printed black paper wrappers,
custom clamshell box. 
$2600.
First edition in English, elusive first printing of Karel Capek’s play that
introduced the word and figure of a robot into the world, the most famous work by “the most important, most versatile, but also the most
neglected Czech writer in the 20th century,” a beautiful copy.
Capek, widely seen as “the greatest Czech writer of his generation…
[is] best known in the English-speaking world as the man who
coined the word ‘robot.’” The play’s spectacle of “expressionless,
uniformed robots, numbers blazoned on their chests, marching in
step onto the stage” signals “the beginning of the age of machines”
(John Rieder, Fifty Key Figures in Science Fiction). “Capek seems to
have been the first to see robots as an extension of the Industrial
Revolution… Though his robots are closer to what we now might call
androids, only a pedant would refuse Capek honors as the father
of the robot apocalypse” (Rubin, “Machine Morality and Human
Responsibility”). First printing, without publisher’s subsequent
label affixed over uncorrected cast list. With the translation from
the Czech of Paul Selver; Nigel Playfair’s adaptation for the English
stage. Originally issued in Czech in 1920. A fine copy.
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Boldly Signed By Kurt Vonnegut
93. VONNEGUT, Kurt. Welcome to the Monkey House. A Collection of
Short Works. New York, 1968. Octavo, original half yellow cloth, dust jacket.
$3900.
First edition of Vonnegut’s scarce second collection of stories and essays, signed
by him with his characteristic bold flourish.
The publication of Welcome to the
Monkey House, Vonnegut’s second collection of short fiction and
essays, earned him high praise as
“George Orwell, Dr. Caligari and
Flash Gordon compounded into
one 45-year-old writer exploring the
inner and outer spaces of the managainst-machine perplex” (Time).
Featuring 25 pieces previously published in magazines, and a select
few that appeared in his first collection, Canary in a Cat House (1961).
Clute & Nichols, 1289. Yaakov &
Greenfieldt, 673. Book very nearly
fine, dust jacket with only mild toning and light wear to extremities.
A near-fine signed copy.

“Who Is John Galt?”
94. RAND, Ayn. Atlas Shrugged. New York, 1957. Thick octavo,
original green cloth, dust jacket. 
$4000.
First edition of one of the most popular and influential novels of
the last 50 years.
“From 1943 until its publication in 1957, [Rand] worked on the
book that many say is her masterpiece, Atlas Shrugged” (ANB).
By 1984 more than five million copies of Atlas Shrugged had
been sold, and in a 1991 Library of Congress survey Americans
named it second only to the Bible as the book that had most
influenced their lives. First printing, in first-issue dust jacket.
Perinn A4a. Text clean, light sunning to cloth, front inner paper hinge expertly reinforced. Unrestored dust jacket with a
few faint spots to spine, a few minor abrasions, tiny chip to
upper front corner, generally bright and exceptionally good.
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“In Memory Of The Mad Female Neighbor Over Minetta’s”:
Extraordinary First Edition Of Howl And Other Poems, Inscribed By Allen Ginsberg To His Longtime Friend,
Helen Elliott, A Prominent Member Of The New York Literary Scene And Lucien Carr’s Ex-Girlfriend
95. GINSBERG, Allen. Howl and Other Poems. San Francisco, 1956. Small quarto, black paper wrappers; pp. 44, custom clamshell box.
$17,500.
First edition, first printing, one of only 1000 copies, of Ginsberg’s definitive anthem of the Beat generation, inscribed to his longtime friend,
Helen Elliott, a member of the New York literati and an ex-girlfriend of Lucien Carr, one of the dedicatees of the volume: “For Helen in
memory of the mad female neighbor over Minettas—Alan.”
Howl, published by poet and bookstore owner Lawrence Ferlinghetti at City Lights Bookshop, proved “extraordinarily popular… [with]
its outrageous, Whitmanesque title poem a vers-libre anthem for the entire Beatnik revolt against middle-class mores and the political
establishment’s ‘death culture’” (Oxford Companion to Twentieth-Century Poetry, 187). Morgan A3a1.1. The woman to whom this copy
is inscribed, Helen Elliott, met Allen Ginsberg while they were undergraduates at Columbia University in the late 1940s. Elliott later
introduced Ginsberg to her literary circle in New York, which she had originally accessed as an employee of MCA Talent Agency and
as Lucien Carr’s girlfriend. Elliott provided Ginsberg with a place to stay and even wrote him checks during hard times. While Elliott
was friends with other Beat writers such as Jack Kerouac (who fictionalized her along with his own girlfriend as “the two Ruths” in
Desolation Angels), Ginsberg remained her closest friendship. “Minettas” in Ginsberg’s inscription refers to the Minetta Tavern, the
famous Beat haunt and “a favorite hangout of Ernest Hemingway, Ezra Pound, E.E. Cummings, Dylan Thomas and plenty of other
writers” (Untapped Cities). Faint dampstaining to title page causing slight bleeding of highly legible inscription, slightest soiling and
a bit of toning to original wrappers. An exceptionally desirable inscribed copy with great provenance.
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“How’s Your Coefficient Of
Toughness, James?”
96. FLEMING, Ian. For Your Eyes Only. London,
1960. Octavo, original black paper boards, dust jacket.
$4200.
First edition of Fleming’s eighth Bond title, the only
collection of Bond short stories published in the
author’s lifetime, including the title story, “From a
View to a Kill,” and “Quantum of Solace.”
This five-story collection “provided Fleming with
an opportunity to reveal his fine ability to create
powerful impressions of different environments”
(Black, 40). The book is also notable for its jacket, “the only British dust jacket with any depiction
of Bond: the eye in the peephole is his” (Biondi
& Pickard, 46). “For Your Eyes Only” was made
into the 1981 film starring Roger Moore and Carole
Bouquet; the 1985 film A View to a Kill starred
Moore, Christopher Walken, and Grace Jones; the
2008 film Quantum of Solace starred Daniel Craig.
Gilbert A8a (1.1). Book fine, dust jacket with a few
minor scuffs to front panel, spine lettering still red
and unfaded, near-fine. A handsome copy.

“To Begin With He Was Ashamed Of
Himself—A Rare State Of Mind”
97. FLEMING, Ian. Thunderball. London, 1961.
Octavo, original brown paper boards, dust jacket.
$3200.
First edition of Fleming’s ninth Bond novel, featuring the first appearance of the superspy’s memorable nemesis, the villainous mastermind behind
SPECTRE, Ernst Blofeld, who steals two nuclear
warheads and threatens the world.
“Thunderball represented a new departure [for the
Bond series], with the introduction of SPECTRE
and of Ernst Blofeld, a commanding villain who
was to reappear. This gave a measure of continuity
to the later Bond novels” (Black, 49, 55). Adapted
twice to the screen: under the present title in 1965
and as Never Say Never Again in 1983—both times
starring Sean Connery. Gilbert A9a (1.1). Biondi &
Pickard, 46-47. Bookplate. Book fine, dust jacket
nearly so with only most minor wear.
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“My Favorite Of My Own Books”: First Edition Of Lord Of Light,
Inscribed By Roger Zelazny
98. ZELAZNY, Roger. Lord of Light. Garden City, 1967. Octavo, original navy
cloth, dust jacket, custom clamshell box. 
$7900.
First edition of the paramount Hugo Award-winning novel by Zelazny—“a storyteller without peer” (George R.R. Martin)—inscribed: “To Bob Schulman— My
favorite of my own books. Roger Zelazny,” a splendid copy.
Winner of numerous Hugo and Nebula awards, Zelazny was “a leading and
representative figure of the U.S. New Wave.” In the 1960s he was swiftly “established as a major
science fiction writer” (Clareson II:180).
Awarded the 1968
Hugo for Best Novel,
Lord of Light is “his
most sustained single
tale, richly conceived
and plotted” (Clute
& Nichols, 1366-67). It “is considered to be among his finest books” (Geraci,
Virtually Sacred). Anatomy of Wonder 4-517. Survey of Science Fiction Literature
III:1251-56. With laid-in one-page typed letter from the recipient, dated October
15, 1992, unsigned, in which rare book dealer Robert Schulman writes of his
immense admiration for Zelazny and asks if he would inscribe “my (his) three
best Zelazny books.” Book fine; lightest edge-wear to about-fine dust jacket.

“It Is No Exaggeration To Say Day Of The Jackal
Has Influenced A Generation Of Thriller Writers” (The Guardian):
First Edition, Signed By Frederick Forsyth
99. FORSYTH, Frederick. The Day of the Jackal. London, 1971. Octavo, original red paper boards, dust jacket. 
$3200.
First edition, precedes the American edition, of Forsyth’s award-winning first
novel, boldly signed by him.
Winner of the Edgar Allan Poe Award for Best Novel, Forsyth’s first thriller won
immediate acclaim as “a strikingly successful thriller… It makes such comparable books as The Manchurian Candidate and The Spy Who Came In From The
Cold seem like Hardy Boy mysteries” (New York Times). Basis for the popular
1973 film by director Fred Zinneman, starring Edward Fox. Book with only light
soiling to fore-edges and endpapers; faint trace of edge-wear to colorful and
beautiful price-clipped dust jacket. A handsome about-fine copy.
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Inscribed By Stephen King
100. KING, Stephen. The Stand. Garden City, 1978. Thick octavo, original half
black cloth, dust jacket, custom clamshell box. 
$4000.
First edition of King’s Hugo-nominated epic tale of apocalyptic terror, boldly inscribed: “To Willie—With all best wishes—Stephen King, 9/20/79.”
Not only a “very superior example of its genre” (Clute & Nicholls, 666), The
Stand “represents King’s most
ambitiously imaginative novel
and the most fulfilling exploration of a predominant theme
in his work: the behavior of
groups functioning under the
pressure of extraordinary situations” (Fantasy and Horror
6-206). Anatomy of Wonder
II-601. Brooks A6. Ketchum,
Levack & Levin 16. Horror
Literature 4-135. Book fine;
faint rubbing to bright aboutfine dust jacket.

Exceedingly Scarce First Edition Inscribed By Stephen King
In The Year Of Publication
101. KING, Stephen. The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger. West Kingston, Rhode
Island, 1982. Octavo, original russet cloth, dust jacket. 
$3500.
First trade edition, issued simultaneously with a signed limited edition, of the first
book in King’s epic Dark Tower series, with five full-page color illustrations, color endpapers and vignettes by acclaimed fantasy artist Michael Whelan, boldly
inscribed in the year of publication: “For Nancy—Best, Stephen King, 7/28/82.”
“The man in black fled across
the desert, and the gunslinger followed.” When King
typed those words on an old
Underwood in 1970, he began a daring fantasy saga
that would be 34 years in the
completion. Gunslinger, the
first book in his Dark Tower
series, is “an impressive work
of mythic magnitude that may
turn out to be King’s greatest
literary achievement” (Atlanta
Journal-Constitution). Issued
simultaneously with a signed
limited edition of 500 copies.
Brooks A18. Book fine, bright
dust jacket with faint stain,
closed tear and fold to rear
panel. A near-fine copy.
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“He That Believeth And Is Baptized, Shall Be Saved”
102. (ILLUMINATED LEAF). Illuminated Leaf from a Book of Hours. Possibly Bruges,
Belgium, circa 1460. Single vellum leaf (6-1/4 by 8-3/4 inches), illuminated in gold,
black, white, gray, red, pink, green, orange, blue, and brown inks; window matted and
framed, entire piece measures 13 by 10 inches. 
$6700.
Lovely oversize illuminated leaf from a Belgian Book of Hours, circa 1460, featuring a
small miniature of Saint Mark the Evangelist and the Lion; 19 lines of text from the Gospel
Lessons; one two-line initial; and a handsome border.
This beautiful illuminated leaf is from a Book of Hours, likely from Bruges, Belgium,
circa 1460. The recto comprises 19 lines from the beginning of the Gospel Lessons (St.
Mark); a small, elaborate miniature of Saint Mark the Evangelist with the Lion; a twoline initial, and a handsome border. By the mid-14th century, the Gospel Lessons had
become a standard feature in Books of Hours. They were most often accompanied by
portraits of the Evangelists and their attributes. Although the basic imagery of this scene
of Mark the Evangelist rarely varies, scholars like Roger Wieck have long noted how “the
practices and equipment of medieval scribes are reflected in these miniatures” (“Time
Sanctified,” 55). The verso is unadorned with 11 lines of text (completing the Gospel
Lesson). Slightest rubbing and soiling to leaf. Near-fine condition.

17th-Century Edition Of The King James Bible,
In Beautiful Contemporary Restoration-Era
Morocco-Gilt Binding
103. BIBLE. The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and
New Testaments. London, 1690. Thick octavo, contemporary full polished black morocco gilt. 
$4800.
Beautifully bound late 17th-century edition of the magisterial King James Bible, with engraved architectural title page,
text ruled in red throughout, in sumptuously gilt-tooled full
contemporary morocco from the Restoration, with a 1693
edition of Sternhold’s metrical Psalter bound in at the rear.
The King James Version of the Bible, first published 1611,
has exercised an incalculable impact on piety, language
and literature throughout the English-speaking world.
Without Apocrypha, as issued. Separate New Testament
title page, dated 1693; separate metrical Psalter title page
dated 1693. Small bookseller label. Text quite clean, expert
leather restoration to corners and spine ends, five of eight
red morocco onlays in the shape of hearts on the front and
rear covers have perished (three remain on the rear cover).
A beautiful 17th-century Bible.
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Dedication Copy Of The History Of Hampton Court, 1885-1891, With
Autograph Letter Signed By The Author Offering This Copy “For
Presentation To The Queen… For Her Great Kindness In Allowing
Me The Favor Of Dedicating The Work To Her Majesty,” Each Volume
With The Royal Bookplate Of Victoria’s Grandson, King George V
104. (KING GEORGE V) (QUEEN VICTORIA) LAW, Ernest. The History of
Hampton Court Palace. London, 1885-1891. Three volumes. Thick quarto, contemporary three-quarter navy morocco gilt. 
$7500.
First edition, dedication copy, of court historian Law’s seminal work on Hampton
Court, with over 80 full- and double-page illustrations, with Vol. I containing a
tipped-in autograph letter by Law in the year of publication to Queen Victoria’s
private secretary, writing in part: “I send you by this post a specially bound copy
of my ‘History of Hampton Court Palace;… for presentation to the Queen… could
you offer Her Majesty my most dutiful and humble thanks for her great kindness
in allowing me the favour of dedicating the
work to Her Majesty,” with each volume
notably containing the royal bookplates of
Victoria’s grandson, King George V.
“Hampton Court represents the pinnacle
of Tudor grandeur and in that sense is
unique” (Jerome, 12). It is “one of the historical palaces that bring to mind a specific era in history… (the very name connotes
Henry VIII and his six wives)” (Deselms,
13-14). This copy’s post-royal provenance
is reportedly from the library of Stanley
Williams, who served as Superintendent
of Buckingham Palace. Fine condition.
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Large 1515 Manuscript Document,
With The Exceptionally Rare Wax Seal Of Henry VIII
105. (HENRY VIII). Manuscript legal document, with original royal hanging wax seal. England, February 6, 1515. Single page of vellum, measuring 201/2 by 12 inches, folded, with double-sided dark green wax seal measuring 2-1/2
inches in diameter. 
$9500.
Henry VIII’s wax Seal of the Court of Common Pleas, depicting the enthroned
king, attached to a 1515 manuscript legal document in Latin. Most rare.
The obverse of the wax seal represents Henry seated on his throne with attributes of majesty, the background diapered with a rose in each diamond
and a fleur-de-lis on each of the intersecting angles; the reverse represents a
shield of the Tudor arms of France and England, quarterly, between two greyhounds. Text in Latin, penned in a neat hand, first line with enlarged ascenders. Hanging seal attached to document with vellum ribbon. A few expertly
repaired cracks to slightly worn wax seal, less than expected age-wear to document. An exceptionally rare and beautiful item.

“The most remarkable man that ever sat on the English throne.”—A.F. Pollard
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“A very complete picture
of the English garden
at the beginning of
the 17th century, and
in such a delightful,
homely literary style that
gardeners cherish it even
to the present day.”
—Hunt Botanical
Library

“Among The First Of The Flower-Books”: 1629 Landmark First Edition
Of Parkinson’s Paradisi, With 110 Beautiful Full-Page Woodcuts
106. (GARDENING) PARKINSON, John. Paradisi in Sole Paradisus Terrestris.
Or, a Garden of all sorts of Pleasant Flowers… With a Kitchen garden of all
manner of herbes, rootes, & fruites, for meate or sause… and An Orchard of
all sorte of fruitbearing Trees and shrubbes. London, 1629. Folio (8 1/2 by 13
inches), contemporary full dark brown calf rebacked. 
$16,500.
First edition of “one of the most beloved of all early English books on gardening”
(Hunt), sumptuously illustrated with delightful woodcut allegorical title page depicting the Garden of Eden and 110 beautiful full-page woodcut representations
of flowers, herbs and fruit varieties by Switzer, mostly after Clusius and Lobel,
and portrait of Parkinson.
Parkinson’s “mighty tome,” titled with a pun on his name (“Park-in-sun’s Park
on Earth”), “is among the first of the florilegiums, or flower-books” (de Bray, 36).
Painstakingly compiled over ten years, this vast collection contains descriptions
of nearly 1000 plants, noting Latin and common names and useful medicinal
and culinary properties of many, “with many of the entries giving evidence of
cross-breeding and careful selection” (ODNB). Parkinson served as Apothecary
to James I and later “Botanicus Regius Primarius” to Charles I. “His legacy to
the world was his still-popular Paradisus” (Blunt & Raphael, 171). “His first and
best-loved book” (ODNB). Hunt 215. Nissen 1489. STC 19300. Armorial bookplate
of botanist Henry Elliott Fox (1841-1926), with a hand-written note in ink laid in at
page 123. A few early marginal annotations. Newspaper clipping on Parkinson’s
work tipped to rear pastedown. Expert restoration to margins of title page, 12
early leaves with minor corner repairs, a few other corners neatly repaired, occasional light soiling, calf corners gently rounded, mild rubbing to joints, binding
sound. An exceptional copy of this scarce and sought-after landmark.
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“The King Must Be The People’s Servant”:
1692 First Edition In English Of Milton’s
“Eloquent Defense Of Liberty”
107. MILTON, John. A Defence of the People of England, by
John Milton: In Answer to Salmasius’s Defence of the King.
Amsterdam, Printed in the Year 1692. Octavo, later half vellum and
blue-gray paper boards. 
$3500.
First edition in English, first issue, of Milton’s controversial argument
for popular sovereignty, which he proudly considered “among his
greatest works.”
French scholar Salmasius “was invited by Charles II, who was at
the Hague… to write the Defensio Regia pro Carolo I, first published
in November 1649. Milton was ordered to reply by the council on
8 January 1650, and his Pro Populo Anglicano Defensio appeared
in March 1650” (DNB). In this controversial work Milton argues
“the King must be the People’s Servant. Absolute Lordship and
Christianity are inconsistent.” “The best apology, says Warton, that
ever was offered for bringing kings to the block” (Lowndes, 1567).
This first edition in English was translated from the Latin by Joseph
Washington. Without initial blank leaf A1, blank R4. Wing M2104.
Pforzheimer 726. Parker 81. Text fresh with trace of edge-wear to
early leaves, soiling to boards. Rare and important.

“One Of The Most Important British Historians
Of The 18th Century”
108. ROBERTSON, William. The History of Scotland
During the Reigns of Queen Mary and of King James VI.
London, 1759. Two volumes bound in one. Quarto, contemporary full brown calf. 
$3700.
First edition, of this important and influential history, in
contemporary calf binding.
Scottish historian and Presbyterian minister Robertson
“is regarded, along with David Hume and Edward
Gibbon, as one of the most important British historians of
the 18th century” (Britannica Online). This work’s “first
edition was exhausted in less than a month. The reading
public of England was startled, if not annoyed, by its
merits. ‘How could I suspect,’ Horace Walpole wrote to
Robertson, ‘that a man under 40, whose dialect I scarce
understood... and who, I was told, had passed his life in
a small living near Edinburgh—how could I suspect that
he had not only written what all the world now allows to
be the best modern history, but that he had written it in
the purest English and with as much seeming knowledge
of men and courts as if he had passed all his life in important embassies’” (DNB). Interior quite clean, early ink
stains to pages 302-03 in Volume I; expert restoration to
contemporary calf binding.
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One Of The Great Achievements Of 16th-Century Scholarship: Camden’s Britannia, 1695 Gibson
Edition, With 50 Double-Page Maps, The First Edition With The Maps By Robert Morden
109. CAMDEN, William (GIBSON, Edmund, translator). Britannia, Newly Translated into English: with Large
Additions and Improvements. London, 1695. Tall folio (10 by 15 inches), 18th-century full tree calf rebacked.
$8500.
First edition of Edmund Gibson’s translation of this great historical work by William Camden, the first comprehensive topographical, geographical and historical study of Great Britain, with frontispiece portrait, 50 superb
double-page maps by Robert Morden, eight engraved plates of coins, and numerous in-text illustrations.
As Elizabeth’s reign drew to an end, there was a concerted effort to document the achievements of her age,
as well as the English experience in general. “Britannia can be seen as an attempt to depict the English landscape, monumentalize its topography, and to show how the events of national history are inscribed onto this
landscape in painstaking, town-by-town detail” (Dana F. Sutton). Britannia was first published in Latin in 1588.
Several editions appeared during Camden’s lifetime, each with his own revisions, the last being in 1607 with
additional plates and maps. The first editions in English were translated and published by Philemon Holland
in 1610 and 1637. This is the first edition of Edmund Gibson’s translation, and the first to appear with Robert
Morden’s excellent maps. Morden created the county maps for this edition, described as “‘by much the fairest
and most correct of any that have yet appear’d’… Moreover, they are the only large county maps of this period”
(Tooley, 71). Wing C359. Early owner ink signatures on title page and frontispiece verso, some inked over.
Devonshire map bound upside down; Hampshire map with two closed tears to lower edge, each approximately
two inches, and small professional repair to fore-edge; Norfolk map creased along edge. Text quite clean, corners rounded. A beautiful fresh copy in nicely rebacked 18th-century tree calf.

“An English classic, calculated for every reader.” —The Monthly Review
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“No Work In Our Time Gave Such A Blow To The Philosophical Mind Of The Country” (Hazlitt):
Important First Edition Of William Godwin’s Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, 1793,
A Key Influence On Jefferson In Its Powerful Call For Individual Liberty
110. GODWIN, William. An Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, And its Influence on General Virtue and Happiness. London,
1793. Two volumes. Tall quarto (9 by 11 inches), 19th-century straight-grain red morocco gilt expertly rebacked; pp. xiii, (21), (1) 2-378;
(xxviii), (389) 380-895. 
$12,000.
First edition of Godwin’ revolutionary masterwork, a profound influence on Thomas Jefferson,
who had the first American edition in his library and is viewed as Godwin’s “American born counterpart,” a beautiful wide-margined copy.
Political Justice is “one of the earliest, the clearest, and most theoretical expositions of socialist
and anarchist doctrine. Godwin believed that the motives of all human action were subject to
reason, that reason taught benevolence, and that therefore all rational creatures could live in
harmony without laws and institutions… All control of man was intolerable and ‘government by
its very nature counteracts the improvement of original mind.’” (PMM 243). Godwin is also famed
for his marriage to Mary Wollstonecraft, author of Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792). After
her death, he was a key influence on their daughter Mary Shelley, author of Frankenstein (1818).
Thomas Jefferson, who had the 1796 American edition of Political Justice in his library, was profoundly influenced by Godwin as well. With half titles in each volume; errata leaf with directions
to binder (I). A4 of Volume I is a cancel, as usual. Bookplates. A few expert marginal paper repairs, faint scattered foxing, binding lovely, gilt quite bright. An excellent copy.
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“Democracy is a
system of government
according to which every
member of society is
considered as a man
and nothing more.”
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“Very Fine Views Of Cathedrals, Churches, Abbeys, Castles And Ancient Remains”:
Splendid 18th-Century Set Of Grose’s Antiquities, 14 Large Quarto Volumes Profusely Illustrated
With Hundreds Of Views, Plans And Maps, In Contemporary Morocco-Gilt
111. GROSE, Francis. The Antiquities of England and Wales. WITH: The Antiquities of Scotland. WITH: The Antiquities of Ireland.
WITH: The Military Antiquities. London, 1783-97. Together, 14 volumes. Folio (9 1/2 by 13 1/2 inches), contemporary full straight-grain
navy morocco gilt. 
$19,000.
Mixed early and first editions of Grose’s classic series on the antiquities of England and Wales,
Scotland, Ireland, and British military antiquities, beautifully illustrated with hundreds of engraved plates of views, plans and maps. A splendid large-paper set, 14 volumes beautifully bound
in contemporary straight-grain morocco-gilt, rarely seen together and in such excellent condition.
Tapping his early interest in heraldry and antiquities and his skills as a draughtsman, Grose
began to publish his Antiquities of England and Wales in 1773, an extensive work which was
immediately popular. Grose’s approach to the travel book was unique in his day and set a
new standard. Profusely illustrated and written in a lively, informative style, his series of
Antiquities present an exhaustive tour of the man-made and natural landmarks of England,
Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, providing a wealth of interesting and often obscure historical
information. “These volumes gain immensely from the very fine views of cathedrals, churches,
abbeys, castles and ancient remains” (Cox III:422). England and Wales, 1783-97, is an early edition; first published 1773-87. Ireland is the 1791 first edition. Scotland, 1797, is an early edition;
first published in 1789-91. Military Antiquities is the 1812 third edition; first published 1786-88.
England and Wales with large folding map in Volume I “shewing the situation of every building described in this work.” Lowndes, 948. From the library of renowned architect Decimus
Burton, with his bookplates. Burton (1800-81) was one of the foremost English architects of
the 19th century, a leading exponent of the Greek revival, Georgian and Regency styles. Some
scattered foxing, plates and text generally clean. An excellent, wide-margined set, very handsomely bound and in fine condition.
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“He was inspired to
respond to widening
interest in British
antiquities and to make
the remains of the past
more intelligible and
accessible.”
—Dictionary of National
Biography
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Beautiful Large Folio, With 76 Hand-Colored Aquatints Of Scenery Along The Thames
112. (BOYDELL, John and Josiah). COMBE, William. An History of the River Thames. London, 1794-96. Two
volumes. Folio (13 by 16-1/2 inches), contemporary full calf (Volume I expertly rebacked with original spine
neatly laid down). 
$23,000.
First edition, first issue, of this wonderful visual record of the River Thames, with 76 lovely folio hand-colored aquatints by Stadler after Farrington of prospects along the banks—including three very large folding plates—and a large
folding map by John Cooke of “The Course of the River Thames from Its Source to the Sea.” An excellent copy in
contemporary calf.
“The most important art publishers and dealers in our history are the two Boydells, John and his nephew Josiah,
who, though their munificence was chiefly directed towards painters and engravers, also issued a few fine books
with colored aquatint plates, notably the History of the River Thames” (Prideaux, 266). This copy is a complete
first issue, with plates surrounded by aquatint borders and containing general title pages for An History of the
Principal Rivers of Great Britain (the publishers planned on covering more rivers, but they abandoned this project after completing the Thames); plates and text watermarked 1794. Engraved head of “Father Thames,” sometimes bound as a frontispiece, is bound in Volume I opposite page 255, where it is referenced. Plate list for Volume
I bound at the rear of Volume II.
Abbey, Scenery 432. Tooley 102. A few text leaves in Volume I with mild foxing, a few plates with faint offsetting
from text, but generally a very clean copy, hand-coloring fine and bright, with delicate shading, much nicer than
often found. A most desirable, about-fine copy of this splendidly illustrated work.
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“The First And Greatest Classic Of Modern Economic Thought”
113. SMITH, Adam. An Inquiry Into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations. London, 1796. Three volumes. Octavo, contemporary full brown tree calf.
$6500.
Early edition of Smith’s magnum opus, a beautiful copy in contemporary tree calf.
“Where the political aspects of human rights had taken two centuries to explore, Smith’s achievement was to bring the study of economic aspects to
the same point in a single work… it is the first and greatest classic of modern
economic thought” (PMM 221). Buckle’s History of Civilization calls Wealth of
Nations “probably the most important book which has ever been written,”
while economist J.A.R. Mariott asserts that “there is probably no single work
in the language which has in its day exercised an influence so profound.” First
published in 1776. Stated eighth edition. With half titles. Volume III with rear
page of publisher’s advertisements. Kress B3289. Goldsmiths 16558. Text generally fine, contemporary tree calf in beautiful condition.

“One Of The Best Illustrated English Travels On China”
114. (CHINA) BARROW, John. Travels in China. London, 1804. Quarto, contemporary full marbled brown calf. 
$4500.
First edition of this early attempt to “show the extraordinary Chinese people as
they really are,” with five full-page hand-colored aquatints (including frontispiece) and three engraved plates (two double-page) by William Alexander.
“Barrow accompanied Lord Macartney’s mission to the court of China in 1792 as
his private secretary, and the present account of the country, accompanied by
a number of fine plates, is one of the best illustrated English travels on China”
(Hill, 16). The plates were drawn by William Alexander, who accompanied the
embassy as junior draughtsman and later became the first keeper of prints
and drawings in the British Museum. Tooley 84. Abbey, Travel 531. Cox I:346.
Bookplate; occasional pencil marginalia. Interior generally clean, restoration to
calf joints and corners. An excellent wide-margined copy in contemporary calf.
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Bradford’s Sketches Of The Country, Character,
And Costume In Portugal And Spain, 1810,
With 53 Beautiful Folio Hand-Colored Plates
115.
(IBERIAN PENINSULA) (NAPOLEONIC WARS) BRADFORD,
William. Sketches of the Country, Character, And Costume, in
Portugal And Spain, Made during the Campaign, and on the Route
of the British Army, in 1808 and 1809. London, 1810. Large folio
(13 by 19 inches), contemporary three-quarter burgundy morocco.
$6800.
First edition, early issue, illustrated with 53 full-page hand-colored
engraved folio plates, including 40 plates of scenic views of Portugal
and Spain along with examples of native costume, and a supplement
of 13 plates of the military uniforms of the Spanish, Portuguese, and
French armies. A large, wide-margined copy.
William Bradford was the Chaplain to the British Army during the
Peninsular War, England’s foray into Iberia on the side of Spain
and Portugal, a central campaign of the Napoleonic Wars. First
published in 1809-10 in 24 separate parts, and then again in 1810
in book form (see Abbey, Travel 135), this early issue contains the
title page dated 1810 (some title pages appear with the date 1809)
and plates watermarked 1808 and 1809, as in the first issue. The
supplemental suite of 13 plates of military costumes always accompanies the work. With uncolored frontispiece of “The Monument
to Sir John Moore,” not always present. Abbey Travel 135. Tooley
109. Armorial bookplate. Plates and text clean and fine, with excellent hand-coloring. Corners gently bumped. A handsome, nearfine, exceptionally wide-margined copy in contemporary binding.

“As A Picture Of The Most Favorable Side of Chivalry, The Work Has No Equal”
116. FROISSART, John; HUMPHREYS, Henry Noel. Chronicles of England, France, Spain,
and the Adjoining Countries. BOUND WITH: Illuminated Illustrations of Froissart.
Selected from the MS in the British Museum. BOUND WITH: Illuminated Illustrations of
Froissart. Selected from the MS in the Bibliotheque Royale, Paris. London, 1848, 1844,
1845. Two volumes. Thick octavo, 19th-century full dark green morocco gilt. 
$6800.
Later edition of Johnes’ celebrated translation of Froissart’s important history of 14th-century Europe, with illuminated extra title page and 116 in-text wood-engraved illustrations,
splendidly extra-illustrated with the complete suite of 72 finely hand-colored chromolithographs—many heightened with gilt and silver—reproduced from miniatures in Froissart manuscript editions by Henry Noel Humphreys.
“Froissart might be
called the great interviewer of the Middle
Ages... The Chronicles
are universally considered as the most vivid and faithful picture
we have of events in the 14th century. As a picture of the most favorable side of chivalry, the work has no equal” (Adams, 334-35).
The Chronicles were originally circulated in manuscript form, with
the first printed version appearing around 1498 in Paris. The first
edition in English was published in 1523-25. Johnes’ modern translation first appeared 1803-05. Interiors clean and fine, spines uniformly mellowed, gilt bright. A splendid production, beautifully
bound, in fine condition.
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“Frenchmen!
I Am Still Your Emperor”
117.
(NAPOLEON) CLARKE, Hewson.
History of the War From the
Commencement of the French Revolution
to the Present Time. London, 1816. Three
volumes bound in two. Thick quarto, contemporary full brown tree calf gilt.  $3000.
First edition of this illustrated history of
the Napoleonic campaigns that swept
across empires from 1792-1816, featuring
40 engraved plates, along with a full-page
hand-colored map and large engraved
folding plate of the “Battle of Waterloo,”
richly bound in contemporary tree calf gilt.
This first edition of the lavishly illustrated History of the Wars tells the saga of
the Napoleonic wars and features an additional History of the War, &c at the rear of Volume II, extending into the 1816 British wars
on the Barbary Coast. Expanded revision of Clarke’s 1815 history An Impartial History of the Naval, Military and Political Events in
Europe. Volume I without plate of “Bonaparte attempting to force the bridge of Arcola” and “Portrait of the Emperor Alexander of
Russia”; with title page of Volume II bound at the head of this copy’s second volume. Light scattered foxing, several plates with expertly repaired margin tears not affecting image, some leaves with minor margin dampstaining, joints and corners expertly repaired.
A splendid set in handsome tree calf.

Sloane’s Life Of Napoleon,
With Over 300 Illustrations
118.
(NAPOLEON) SLOANE, William
Milligan. Life of Napoleon Bonaparte. New
York, 1896. Four volumes. Folio (8-1/2 by
12-1/2 inches), modern three-quarter brown
morocco gilt. 
$3800.
First edition of Sloane’s monumental account
of Napoleon’s personal and military life, with
over 300 illustrations, portraits and maps,
many in color.
Historian William Sloane was professor of
history at Princeton University and president of the American Historical Association.
“Of Sloane’s writings, that which attracted
the most attention was his Life of Napoleon
Bonaparte. It was published originally in
the form of a serial in the Century Magazine,
beginning in November 1894, enlarged into
four massive volumes in 1896… The product
of many years of elaborate investigation, it
was sumptuously illustrated and composed”
(DAB). Owner signatures. Fine condition.
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Three Classic Napoleonic
Sources: Hazlitt,
Bourrienne And Junot
119. (NAPOLEON) HAZLITT, William.
The Life of Napoleon. WITH:
BOURRIENNE, Louis Antoine Fauvelet.
Memoirs of Napoleon Bonaparte.
WITH: JUNOT, Madame. Memoirs of
Madame Junot. Duchesse D’Abrantes.
WITH:
ANONYMOUS.
Napoleon
Intime. London, circa 1905. Together,
seventeen volumes. Octavo, contemporary three-quarter red morocco gilt.
$6000.
Limited “Imperial Edition de Luxe,” one
of 1000 sets, with hand-colored frontispiece engravings and numerous copperplate engraved portraits throughout.
This beautifully illustrated collection
contains three of the great works related
to Napoleon: Hazlitt’s Life, Bourrienne’s
Memoirs and Madame Junot’s Memoirs,
along with the anonymous (and privately published) Napoleon Intime.
Fine condition.

“Incomparably The Best Translation Of Marco Polo’s Travels”:
1818 First Edition
120. (POLO, Marco) MARSDEN, William. The Travels of Marco Polo, a
Venetian, in the Thirteenth Century. London, 1818. Quarto, rebound in full
tree calf gilt using old boards. 
$6500.
First edition of “incomparably the best translation of the celebrated travels of
Marco Polo” (Allibone), with large engraved folding map by Walker & Sons under
the direction of Rennell.
This superb translation of Marco Polo’s Travels
by renowned scholar William Marsden brings to
life one of the best known of all travel accounts:
Polo’s groundbreaking journey across the Silk
Road that notably includes his encounter with
the much-feared Genghis Khan. Preceded only
by Frampton’s Elizabethan translation of 1579.
Marsden’s Travels of Marco Polo is particularly
valuable for its copious notes, expert commentary and comprehensive index. Bound without
half title, but with leaf of errata and advertisements at the rear. Lowndes, 1907. Contemporary
ink owner signature on title page. Faint offsetting
from map to title page, text quite clean. A desirable, wide-margined copy.
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Green’s History Of The English People, Extra-Illustrated With Over 100 Plates And With
Four Documents Signed (Including Rare Manuscript Material From Lord Nelson;
Also King George III, The Duke Of Wellington And Queen Victoria), Handsomely Bound
121. GREEN, John Richard. History of the English People. London, 1878-80. Four volumes. Octavo, mid-20th century full
brown morocco gilt. 
$14,500.
First edition of the expanded edition of Green’s landmark history, generously extra-illustrated with over 100 engraved plates and maps
(more than 30 with hand-coloring), as well as with four original documents signed by these important British historical figures: King
George III, a rare manuscript certification by Lord Nelson, the Duke of Wellington and Queen Victoria, bound in distinguished full
morocco-gilt by Bayntun.
“What Macaulay had done for a period of English history, Green did for it as a whole. From a mass of scattered details he constructed a series
of pictures which were full of life. Subjects which before had been treated independently—constitutional history, social history, literary history, economic history, and the like—were all brought together by his method, and were made to contribute their share in filling up the record
of the progress of the nation” (DNB). Green first published A Short History of the English People in 1874 for a general audience. Its immediate
popularity inspired him to create this expanded and retitled edition, which first saw print 1877-1880. This set has been extra-illustrated with
122 engraved plates (31 with hand-coloring). In addition, each volume contains an original signed document: (I) a military appointment, dated July 9, 1798, signed by King George III and countersigned
by the Duke of Portland, with a royal seal and two tax stamps;
(II) an enlistment paper written off Toulon aboard the HMS
Victory, June 12, 1804, signed by Admiral Horatio Nelson and
Captain Charles William Adair, two of the six officers who
would perish the following year at the Battle of Trafalgar; (III)
a two-page autograph letter, dated July 13, 1822, signed by
the Duke of Wellington; and (IV) a document dated January
26, 1876, signed by Queen Victoria, with seal and tax stamp.
Occasional pencil underlining. Old dealer description laid
into Volume I. Short closed tear along fold to the document
signed by Nelson, Wellington document laid in, with minor
expert paper repair. Interiors with occasional light foxing and
offsetting. A beautifully bound set in fine condition.
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“If Everything Else In Our Language Should Perish, It Would Alone Suffice…”: 1786 Oxford King James Bible, Illustrated
With Over 260 Engravings By John Sturt And Five Folding Maps, In Beautiful Contemporary Binding
122. BIBLE. The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments. Oxford, 1786. Quarto, contemporary full dark red calf gilt.
$5500.
Impressive 1786 Oxford quarto edition of the magisterial King James Bible, illustrated with five folding maps of “sacred geography” (including an elaborate plan of Jerusalem) and over 260 fine engravings by John Sturt “from designs of the greatest masters,” in beautiful
contemporary binding.
“If everything else in our language should perish, [the King James Bible] would alone suffice to show the whole extent of its beauty
and power” (Macaulay). Sturt’s fine engravings depicting dramatic scenes and important people from Scripture appear four to a plate,
and are appropriately bound throughout the biblical text. With Apocrypha. Herbert 1313. With contemporary family genealogy in ink.
Interior generally fresh and clean, with occasional wax stains, only minor offsetting from plates to text, a few short closed tears to
folding maps, one expertly repaired, binding in lovely condition. A beautiful 18th-century Bible.

“The Zeal Of Our Ancestors Which Seems To
Reproach Our Slow Imitation…”
123. MAIMBOURG, Louis. The History of the Crusade; or,
the Expeditions of the Christian Princes for the Conquest
of the Holy Land. London, 1685. Small folio, contemporary
full speckled brown calf. 
$2800.
First edition in English of Maimbourg’s history of the Crusades,
translated by English divine John Nalson.
“Here one shall find the great Concerns of the Church, of two
mighty Empires, and the Principal Estates of Europe and Asia:
there shall one discover the causes which occasioned that
glorious design so often to fall, and yet afterwards rise again:
there may we see that Zeal of our Ancestors which seems to
reproach our slow imitation.” Maimbourg, a Jesuit, “gives in
this work an account of the places and inhabitants visited
during the Crusades… None other than Voltaire, himself no
friend of the Jesuits, complained that Maimbourg’s many
works were unjustly neglected” (Blackmer 1063). With extensive descriptions of the cities and geography of the Middle
East. First published in French in 1675. Text generally clean
and fine, with minor marginal tears to leaf Oo and marginal paper flaw to Yy and Yy4, none affecting text. Handsome
contemporary calf binding with expert restoration.
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Pennant’s History Of London—One Of
Only 175 Quarto Copies—Generously
Extra-Illustrated With Over 200
Plates, Handsomely Bound
124. (PENNANT, Thomas). Mr. Pennant’s
History of London, Westminster, and
Southwark. London, 1814. Two volumes.
Quarto, contemporary full dark blue
straight-grain morocco gilt. 
$3800.
Later edition of Pennant’s highly regarded
history of London, one of only 175 quarto
copies, this copy extra-illustrated with 207
engraved portraits, views and maps, many
on thick paper, in quite handsome contemporary straight-grain morocco.
Pennant was praised by his contemporary,
Samuel Johnson, as a man who “observes
more things than anyone else does.” “This
tireless naturalist and antiquary reached
out to the ends of the world to gather in
knowledge” (Cox). This copy generously
extra-illustrated with 207 engraved plates,
mainly portraits but including views and a
map. This edition of Pennant’s popular history was limited to 175 quarto (and 25 folio)
copies, designed to be extra-illustrated by
the purchaser. Plates and text fine, contemporary morocco-gilt with light expert restoration. A lovely extra-illustrated copy.

Rare And Fascinating First Editions Of Six Weeks
In Palestine: Spring, 1921 And Our Second Visit
To Palestine: Spring, 1922, Each Inscribed By The
Author, Millicent Garrett Fawcett, The President Of
The National Union Of Women’s Suffrage Societies
125.
FAWCETT, Millicent Garrett. Six Weeks in
Palestine. Spring, 1921. With: Our Second Visit to
Palestine. Spring, 1922. London, 1921-22. Two volumes.
Octavo, original photographic gray paper wrappers rebacked, custom clamshell box. 
$4500.
First edition of these two privately circulated accounts of
Dame Millicent Garrett Fawcett’s interwar travels in the
Middle East, inscribed in Volume I: “with grateful memories,” and in Volume II: “with all good Christmas wishes to
you both M.G.F.,” in original wrappers.
Dame Millicent Garrett Fawcett was the president of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage
Societies for over 20 years. The politically minded Fawcett and her sister, Agnes, made two
spring trips to the Holy Land. These two works are notable for containing Fawcett’s personal
reflections on the political and social issues affecting the Holy Land in the early years of the
British Mandate. Pencil initials on front wrappers. Scattered foxing to interiors, repairs and
light soiling to wrappers. A rare set in extremely good condition.
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Churchill’s Brilliant History Of The Second
World War, Signed By Him In Volume VI
126. CHURCHILL, Winston. The Second World
War. Boston, 1948-1953. Six volumes. Octavo,
original red cloth, supplied dust jackets, custom
clamshell boxes. 
$7500.
Book-of-the-Month Club editions of Churchill’s WWII
masterpiece, part history and part memoir, written
after he lost reelection as Prime Minister, signed by
him in Volume VI.
The six volumes of Churchill’s masterpiece were
published separately between 1948 and 1953,
each preceding the British first editions by some
months. “The Second World War is a great work
of literature... It was wholly appropriate that in
1953 Churchill was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Literature” (Keegan, 175). Churchill was re-elected
to the post of Prime Minister in 1951. The American
editions precede the English editions by about
three months; these Book-of-the-Month Club editions were issued virtually simultaneously with the
first editions, distinguished by tiny circular slug (or
dot) in lower right corner of the rear board. Cohen
A240.3. Woods A123a. Langworth, 258-61. Books
near-fine to fine, dust jackets with mild rubbing,
light edge-wear, very good.

“The Most Important [Paper] On Relativity Since My Own” (Einstein): First Printing Of Godel’s Famous “Time
Travel” Paper, 1949, The Copy Of Inventor Clair Farrand And Fiber Optic Cable Developer Morton Saunders
127. GODEL, Kurt. “An Example of a New Type of Cosmological Solutions of Einstein’s Field Equations of Gravitation.” IN:
Reviews of Modern Physics, Volume 21, Number 3, pp. 447-50. Lancaster, Pennsylvania and New York, New York, July, 1949. Octavo,
original orange paper wrappers, 
$4200.
First printing of Godel’s groundbreaking work on relativity introducing the possibility of time travel. The copy of Clair Farrand, the inventor and creator of the
cone radio loudspeaker, and of Morton Saunders, developer of the first fiber optic
cable.
“In [the offered paper] Gödel presented a rotating solution that was not expanding but was the same at all points of space and time. This solution was
the first to be discovered that had the curious property that in it was possible
to travel into the past... Gödel was the first to show that it was not forbidden
by the Einstein equations” (Stephen Hawking, Gödel’s Collected Works). This
issue of Reviews of Modern Physics—a celebration of Einstein on his 70th birthday—also includes articles by many of the 20th century’s most distinguished
scientists including Richard Feynman, Max Born, and over two dozen others.
Very nearly fine condition.
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A Rare Commemoration Of The Anniversary Of Israeli Statehood:
Compilation Album Celebrating The 28th Zionist Congress And
The Anniversary Of Israeli Statehood, Including A Facsimile Of The
Independence Scroll Signed In Pen By David Ben Gurion
128. BEN GURION, David. 28th Zionist Congress commemorative album.
Israel, 1967-73. Album (octavo, later red cloth) comprising a booklet, book
excerpts, a facsimile of the Independence Scroll, first day covers, and photograph; ll. 16, custom chemise, clamshell box. 
$15,000.

“In Israel, in order to be a realist you
must believe in miracles.”
—Ben Gurion, CBS Interview

Rare commemorative album celebrating Israeli statehood and the 28th Zionist
Congress, comprising a booklet explaining the congress, book excerpts from the
book, “Three Days,” describing the declaration of statehood, two sheets of Israeli
first day covers, a photograph of Ben Gurion on the same sheet as two Israeli
historical stamps, and a facsimile of the Independence Scroll signed in pen by
Ben Gurion.
This bound volume compiles a number of interesting and important items
either from the 28th Zionist Congress and celebrating Israeli statehood. The
volume begins with a booklet (The 28th Zionist Congress, 18-27 January 1972,
Binyanei Haooma Jerusalem, Tel Aviv: Press and Public Relations Bureau of the
World Zionist Organization, [1972]). It continues with excerpts from the book
Three Days by Ze’ev Sherf (Am Oved Publishing, 1959) in which the author describes the events and mood of the Declaration of the State of Israel. Next is a
facsimile Scroll of Independence that was originally signed by the Provisional
State Council members and is here signed in pen below the printed signatures
by David Ben-Gurion. The album then includes first day covers of stamps depicting Moshe Sharett, Levi Eshkol, Yitzchak Ben-Zvi and David Ben-Gurion as
well as a first day cover/souvenir sheet in honor of the 25th Independence Day,
with “Scroll of Independence” stamp. Finally, the album includes a photograph of David Ben-Gurion reading the Scroll of Independence with two added
stamps in the margin featuring portraits of — “thy children shall come again
to their own border” (Hebrew) with portraits of Chaim Weizmann and Lord
Balfour—issued on the occasion of the Balfour Declaration Jubilee (1967). Faint
scattered, mainly marginal, foxing to interior, stain and puncture mark to rear
board. A near-fine signed copy.
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“One Of The Key Texts In The History Of French Architecture”
129. (VITRUVIUS) PERRAULT, Claude. Les Dix Livres D’architecture
de Vitruve. Paris, 1684. Large folio (11-1/2 by 17 inches), contemporary full brown calf rebacked. 
$6200.
Second and enlarged edition, with engraved title page and 68 fine folio
plates, many double-page.
“This handbook on classical architecture is the only Roman work
inspired by Greek architecture that has come down to us. It is therefore important as our prime source of many lost Greek writings on
the subject and as a guide to archaeological research in Italy and
Greece… Alberti, Bramante, Ghiberti, Michelangelo, Vignola,
Palladio and many others were directly inspired by Vitruvius” (PMM
26). Perrault’s scholarly translation of Vitruvius earned widespread
praise” (Avery 84). Jefferson owned a copy of this edition, and referred to it in a 1787 letter to George Wythe as “the best edition of
Vitruvius”(Sowerby 4173). Text and plates exceptionally clean, with
only a few stray marks, contemporary calf boards with expected
wear. An important edition in excellent condition.

Ackermann’s Splendidly Illustrated History Of Oxford
130. ACKERMANN, Rudolph. A History of the University of Oxford,
Its Colleges, Halls and Public Buildings. London, 1814. Two volumes.
Folio (12 by 14 inches), contemporary three-quarter brown morocco
sympathetically rebacked. 
$8500.
First edition of this illustrated history of Oxford
University, with 115 superb hand-colored aquatint plates, in contemporary marbled boards.
This copy includes the additional series of
33 hand-colored engraved portraits of the
Founders—not always present—which were
printed and issued separately, to be bound up
with the rest of the work if desired.
The celebrated fine-arts publisher’s magisterial history of one of academia’s most venerable
institutions boasts a stipple-engraved portrait
of Chancellor Grenville and 114 hand-colored aquatint plates (the 17 Costume plates
and the 33 portraits of the Founders are lineand stipple-engraved), after Pugin, Westall,
Mackenzie, Nash, Turner and Reynolds.
First state of the list of plates (without the
Founders). Most plates in second state, watermarked 1812. Some faint offsetting from plates
to text, as usual. An attractive copy of this exquisite hand-colored plate book.
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“So Faithful To Nature, That It Needs But
The Promethean Fire To Bring Them To Life
And Motion”
131. LAWRENCE, Richard. Elgin Marbles, from
the Parthenon at Athens. London, 1818. Large
oblong quarto (11-3/4 by 15 inches), contemporary
three-quarter brown morocco and marbled boards.
$3900.
First edition of Richard Lawrence’s large and
impressive volume—“one of the earliest publications to included detailed illustrations of the
Elgin Marbles”—with 50 full-page etchings of the
Parthenon’s “transcendent masterpieces.”
This large quarto volume, dedicated to His Royal
Highness George, Prince of Wales, “is one of the earliest publications to include detailed illustrations of
the Elgin Marbles.” It contains 50 splendid folio etchings and text by Richard Lawrence, who “spent three
years studying the relics which he considered had
been given an indifferent reception by connoisseurs
and artists ‘of considerable celebrity’” (Blackmer
967). Published shortly after Sharp’s Selection of
Thirty Etched Outlines (1816) and Burrow’s Elgin
Marbles… with 40 Plates (1817). Interior quite fresh
with only faint offsetting, light edge-wear to contemporary boards. A highly desirable about-fine copy.

“Highly Successful,
And Has Maintained Its Reputation”
132. NASH, Joseph. The Mansions of England in the
Olden Time. London, 1839-49. Four volumes bound
in two. Elephant folio (15 by 22 inches), contemporary
three-quarter red morocco gilt. 
$4200.
First edition of this most desirable illustrated survey
of the “stately homes” of England, with the 106 lithographed plates, handsomely bound by J. Wright.
Between 1839 and 1849 Nash published “his great work,
in four series, Mansions of England in the Olden Time,
which was highly successful, and has maintained its
reputation” (DNB). “To prepare these 100 lithographs of
surviving country houses of the 15th to 17th centuries,
many of them little known, Nash roamed the country
and sketched each one thoroughly on site… but enlivened them romantically with scenes of Tudor domestic
life, feasting, and revels that he researched carefully in
the antiquarian works of Joseph Strutt” (ODNB). Also
issued in a deluxe hand-colored issue. With the four
dedication leaves not mentioned by Abbey and only
occasionally found. Interior generally quite clean, scattered foxing to plates; modest edgewear to contemporary binding, gilt bright. An impressive production.
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“The Greatest Visual Expression Of The
Social Class Struggle Ever Published”
133. (LONDON) DORÉ, Gustave and JERROLD,
Blanchard. London: A Pilgrimage. London, 1872.
Large folio (13 by 16 inches), modern three-quarter
black morocco gilt. 
$4500.
First edition of Doré and Jerrold’s London, with 54
striking full-page wood-engravings and 126 in-text
vignettes of “all segments of London society” by Doré.
“One can hardly deny that Doré is not merely one
of the most popular but also one of the greatest of
all illustrators… Perhaps Taine summed up Doré’s
appeal most eloquently... ‘For energy, force, superabundance, originality, sparkle, and gloomy
grandeur, I know only one equal to his—that of
Tintoretto” (Ray, 327-29). “This work was eagerly
awaited by the English public… The idea was to
match Doré’s artistic genius with an in-depth view
of all segments of London society… The result was
a book often hailed as the greatest visual expression of the social class struggle ever published”
(Malan, 127). Infrequent light foxing, chiefly marginal. A handsomely bound, impressive folio volume in fine condition.

“None Had A Greater Sense
Of Mystery And Magic
Than Rackham”
134. (RACKHAM, Arthur) STEEL, Flora
Annie. English Fairy Tales. London,
1918. Quarto, original full vellum gilt.
$4500.
Signed limited first edition, one of 500
copies signed by Arthur Rackham, with
color frontispiece, 15 mounted color
plates and 42 black-and-white in-text
illustrations by him.
Although better known as an advocate
for girls’ education rights in India, Flora
Annie Steel also wrote several books
of fairy tales, stories characterized by
both wicked humor and non-traditional outcomes. In these pages, she retells
such familiar favorites as “The Story
of the Three Bears,” “Jack and the Beanstalk,” “The Three Little Pigs,” “Dick
Whittington and His Cat” and “Little Red Riding-Hood.” Of all book illustrators
in the “Golden Age,” “perhaps none had a greater sense of mystery and magic
than Arthur Rackham” (Silvey, 547). Interior clean and fine, only slight toning
to vellum, as often. A near-fine copy.
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Shakespeare’s Tempest, Illustrated And
Signed By Arthur Rackham
135. (RACKHAM, Arthur) SHAKESPEARE, William.
The Tempest. London and New York, 1926. Quarto,
original half vellum, dust jacket. 
$4800.
Deluxe signed limited first edition, one of only 520
copies, with 21 full-page mounted color illustrations
and 25 in-text line cuts, signed by Rackham, uncut
and unopened, in scarce original dust jacket.
“Arthur Rackham’s fanciful imagination gave his
illustrations instant recognition, and his dedication to illustration kept him in the public eye for
30 years” (Hodnett, 233). His “excitingly original
edition of The Tempest showed [him] experimenting in a simplified dramatic technique that was
refreshingly and effectively ‘modern’” (Derek
Hudson). This signed limited first edition contains
an extra color plate (the frontispiece, “Sea-nymphs
hourly ring his knell”)— not issued in the trade edition. Book very nearly fine, with only minor toning
to extremities. Scarce dust jacket near-fine, with
only slightest soiling and light wear and toning
to extremities. A beautiful copy, unopened and in
original dust jacket.

Howard Pyle’s Book Of Pirates, With 36 Folio
Plates, One Of Only 50 Copies On Vellum
136. PYLE, Howard. Howard Pyle’s Book of
Pirates. New York and London, 1921. Folio, original
half white cloth, custom slipcase. 
$5500.
Signed limited first edition, one of only 50 copies
printed on Japan vellum and signed by compiler
Merle Johnson, profusely illustrated with 36 full-page
plates (12 in color) and numerous in-text line cuts.
“Pyle was the great innovator who revolutionized
American book illustration in the late nineteenth century. Before 1880 there were no American artists comparable to the great British illustrators… In less than
30 years, Howard Pyle not only created the Golden
Age of American illustration, but also ensured that
a large group of younger artists and disciples would
carry on with similar work well into the 20th century” (Dalby, 35). With two sketches by N.C. Wyeth
(mounted on pages 232 and 239) reproduced here for
the first time. Without the exceptionally scarce dust
jacket. Ownership stamp. Some light wear and soiling. Faint offsetting. Vertical crease to rear board.
A near-fine copy.
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Large Folio Limited Edition Of Designs By Léon Bakst,
With 68 Mounted Plates, 52 In Color
137. (BAKST, Léon) LEVINSOHN, Andre. Leon Bakst. Berlin,
1925. Folio (11 by 14-1/2 inches), original full vellum, slipcase.
$4000.
Limited first German edition of Levinsohn’s life of Bakst, one of
only 250 copies, tracing the artist’s important contributions to
the history of modern art and dance, with 68 full-page mounted
plates of costumes and sets, 52 in color, including the frontispiece
portrait of Bakst by Modigliani, and numerous in-text mounted
linecuts and photogravures, many also in color.
“In the book of fame, the name of Léon Bakst is writ
large… He was destined to modify profoundly the
whole conception of the western stage.” A gifted painter, Bakst is best remembered for the sets and costumes
he designed for Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes in the early
decades of the 20th century. His exotic and sumptuous
designs, in conjunction with Diaghilev’s radical and
provocative choreography, helped revitalize ballet.
Preceded by the American, English and French editions of 1922 and 1923. Text in German. Text and plates
clean and fine. Expert repair to vellum along rear joint,
minor toning to spine, binding attractive. Moderate
wear to original slipcase. An extremely good copy of
this splendid production.

“One Of The Most Important And Influential
Photographers Of This Century”
138. CARTIER-BRESSON, Henri. The Decisive
Moment. New York, 1952. Folio, original pictorial
boards, dust jacket, caption booklet. 
$6500.
First edition in English, published simultaneously
with the French, with 126 photographic illustrations
by “the Raphael of 20th-century photographers,” a
splendid copy with laid-in original caption book and
the colorful dust jacket with design by Matisse.
“Cartier-Bresson has a special interest in photographing people and in capturing the essence of
what has not previously been seen. He is famous for
his theory of the ‘decisive moment’—that is seizing
the split second when the subject stands revealed in
its most significant aspect. Today he ranks as one of
the most important and influential photographers
of this century” (Blodgett, 96)—“the Raphael of
20th-century photographers” (Icons of Photography,
58). Separate caption pamphlet (rarely found) laid
in. Scarce dust jacket with $12.50 price rubbed over.
Book and caption booklet fine; very mild toning to
colorful about-fine dust jacket.
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